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Administration Attempts to Solve Elevator Crisis
istration has been actively seeking.
ways to lessen the crisis at the 18th
StreetBuilding. ''Wehave taken quite
a few actionstoreducetheloadat 18th
street," said Schmid.
Nearly 400 students have been
relocatedoutofthat buildingto lessen
the crowd. 'We have moved approxi-
mately 21% of the students at that
hour <Mondays/Wednesdays, 5:30-
6:30)outofthatbuilding,"saidSchmid,
'The relocation of students will
save about 23 round trips during the
rush hour, based on 12 to 15 students
per elevator," said Frank Antonucci,
Assistant to the Director, Office of .
CampusFacilitiesandOperations. "At·
around two and a half minutes (2
minutes and 38 seconds to be exact)
per round trip, the time saved adds
up," he said.
'We have been looking at every
possible opportunity," said Schmid of
the relocation process. Larger sec-
tions, like sociology: SOC lOO5-MW6
and SOC 3045-MW73 have been
. ,moved to roam: 4 Soutbat tbe23rd
Street .Builitingwhile introduetory
business class: BUS 1000 has been
relocatedtothe.AdministrativeLounge
at siteD, 135East22 Street, reported
Antonucci. "Management:MGT3121-
MW6A has been moved to the Sky
Light Lounge, room: 306 at the 23M
Street Building,"he said
In an effort to utilize all available
spaces, finance' classes: FIN 9781-
MW6AandFIN371o-MW6havebeen
moved to rooms 1203 and 1202 ofthe
23rd Street Building, respectively.





















the music classes," said Schmid. 'We and 8:30 p.m. Monday throughThurs-
are trying to break the paradigm of day. This person will make sure that
dedicated class rooms," he said. all the elevators are running during
Tapping-into external resources, those hours. ---. the classes of the Continuing Educa- Although Schmid declined to go
tion department heldduringMonday/ into the details of the cost ofhaving
Wednesdayeveningin the 18thStreet such a mechanic on site saying, ''it is
Building have been movedto a high a lot ofmoney," internal memos eon-
school at Lexington Avenue and East firm that ''Republic Elevator [will]
22ndStreet. Schmiddidnotdetail the provide a mechanic at a rate of
cost of this relocation to an external '$1600.00 per week" or $100.00 per
site, but said ''It is probably being hour. Orda Management will be
taken care ofhy the department from reimbursed by Baruch College for
their resources." these expenses billed to them by
Besides relocation ofclasses, three . Republic Elevator. Sources state
elevators at the 18th Street Building that these expenses will be funded
have been designated to ron as ex- from College President Matthew
press during the rush hours. Two of Goldstein's administrative budget.
the four elevators to the right of the Citing "potentially dangerous
lobby after entrance will shuttle be. overcrowdingofthelobby,"Taylorhad
tween the first and the fifteenth floor authorized the useofthe freight eleva-
while one elevator of the left elevator tor at the 18th Streetbuildingin early
bank will ron between first and the September to feny students. Since
tenth floor. Both the administration late September the freight elevators
and the management of the building are no longer in passenger use, re-
hope that this arrangement will ease ported Taylor. "Our elevators are all
the problem somewhat. certified and the students were never
The administrators and the man- under any threat of danger while on
agementalikearedispleasedthatmost the freight elevator" said Taylor. A
students tend to ride up on the eleva- site inspectionby this reporter showed
tors to go down. This crowds the the freight elevator tobeingood work- \
elevators on the higher floors and ing condition. Taylor declined to pro-
causes system wide delays. ''1. am duce any safety certificate of the el-
surprised at the attitude ofthese stu- evator for the record.
dents," said David Taylor, Vice Presi-· In the wake ofsimilar elevator prob-
dentFinance,OrdaManagementCor- lerns recurring two years in a row, an
poration. 'They should realize' that Orda memo stated, 'The college may
this is a difficult situation for the col- havetorethinktheirclassroomschedul-
legeandtrytocooperateandifneedbe, ing and/or find a more efficient way to
walk up or down a.flight or two," he operatetheirsixpassengerelevatorslatBald __ ' .... ... , , ,, .tlle 18thStreet'~--
Theskip-stopelevators,whichstop Class scheduling at any particular
at every alternate floors have been buildingisnotcoordinatedwiththeown-
reprogrammed. 'This has been done ers rLthe building<r the OfficerLCam-
to encourage the students to take the pus Facilities. "Ibe REgistcar's Offi~
stairs. Theywillnowhavetowalkone does theclass sd1eduling,"saidSchmid,
floor down to catch an elevator going "theyhaveamrnp.1terptOgr8D1farsched-
either up or down," said' Antonucci. 111ing, we do not tell them what to do."
"Signshave beenpostedon every floor The . . t hasevenless
to guide the students," he said input in this regard. "Wejust maintain
To ensure full capacity service the building," said Taylor, "we do not
duringmsh hour, the college has sta- haveanyinputonhowmanystudentsor
tioned an "A" class elevator mechanic dasse; are scheduled where. It is the
at 18th Street Building between 4:30 oollege's decision"
By Tamim Islam
Some progress has been observed
in the elevator crisis in the heels ofthe
Administration's efforts to alleviate
the problem at Baruch College.
Although ''this problem will not·
completelygo awayuntil we moveinto
~e new buil~," said Karl Schmid, ~7QRl,surprised at
DirectorandAssistantVicePresident . .
for CampusFacilitiesandOperations, the attitude oft'h£se
"the Administration is not blowing '~.-:I_.6- 'l"J.,..e
this (the current crisis) off" 'We are 3"~1U3• . .. ..&'~J
concerned," he said. ,slwuklrealize that
A traffic analysis study done by •• .'
Republic Elevator, the maintenance this IS a diRicuJ,t
contractor ofthe elevators at the 18th situation fOr the
Street Building under commission _
from OrdaManagementCorporation, college"
which owns the building, indicated
the overcapacity utilization of the fa-
cilityasthereasonforthelongelevator
lines. Based on the data collected on
September12and 16,KenMargherini,
Vice President-Sales, Republic Eleva-
tor, concluded in his report, dated Oc-
tober 2, "by the amount ofcalls regis-
tered it is not possible for the existing
equipment to adequately handle the
volume."
Complaints regardingelevators is
an ongoing issue at Baruch. Since the
days ofoperator-manned elevators at
the 23rd Street buildingtill today, the
College never quite managed to meet.
the demandspf'its students to provide
adequate, efficient and fast elevator
service to transport the students




6:30 p.m.on· Mondays and Wednes-
days.
Long lines for the elevators
stretched from the building to the
Chemical Bank at the comer ofEast
18 Street and Park Avenue South for
thefirstfewweeksofthesemester. "At
times it took nearly an hour to even
reach the elevators," reported a few
students veteran ofthe crisis. At one
point, the freight elevator at that site
wasusedtofenystudentstothehigher
floors.
In the past few weeks the admin-
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THE STEVEN L. NEWMAN
REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE
Newman Institute Young Professionals Career Evenings:
A series of seven monthly hour-long presentations and discussions, over
pizzas and coke, with young leaders of the real estate industry in New
York. These evenings are especially planned for Baruch/Newman
Institute students considering careers in real estate. Each presentation
high- lights a different component of the metropolitan area's real estate
industry:





Mitti Liebersohn will introduce you to the world of commercial real estate
brokerage, career patternsand expectations, and opportunities for entry














YOUNG PROFESSIONALS CAREER EVENINGS
The last Thursday of every month:
5:30 - 7:00 P.M., October 1996 - May 1997
at the Conference Center, Baruch College
continued from the front page
mayor, Green openly says he
thinks very little of Giuliani.
Throughout the entire presenta-
tion Green was not shy about put-
ting down the mayor.
At the conclusion of his
speech, Green advised the many
prospective journalists in the au-
dience. He reminded them,
"Never underestimate your
power" and addedthat they ought
not fall prey to political pressure.
''The day a politician thinks they
own you [sic], that is the day that
you are not ajournalist," preached
Green. He closed out his speech
by saying, "Once you've been a
journalist and you kind of under-
stand the meaning of working
journalism, you can perform much
better as a public official."
cal thinking." She found the five- being used now. It will focus more
hour exam too long, however. on course placement. Currently, a
''Having students sit the ACE student at Baruch has to pass all
test will force them to learn more. CUNY Skills Tests before he or she
It is a test ofendurance. Itwill also can go on to junior status. There-
prove if they can handle stress, fore, havingACE in place will some-
and it will prepare them for gradu- what relegate the skills tests to an
ate schools," said Computer Infor- auxiliary level.
mation Systems professor Sheryl "Whose idea was this and
Branham. what's the purpose of this exam
Some students opined that they anyway?" asked a peeved Manage-
were tired ofbeing inundated with ment major, Noelle Parris. An-
new exams and wondered when other student groused: "All that
addi tional testing would be matters is getting your degree."
stopped. .On the other hand, Dr. Patricia
"I don't agree with the ACE Imbimbo, director ofCareer Coun-
test," said Jose River, a Business seling & Placement, thinks other-
Management major. "After all wise. She said analytical and in-
those placement exams, one terpersonal skills are key in the
shouldn't have to take another corporate world.
test." He said that passing all 'Today's employers. are look-
lower division classes should merit ing for bright, articulate people.
his junior status. While it is nice to have a good GPA,
McIntosh said that while the employers also want to know that
CUNY Skills Assessment Test will. you can handle crises; they want
not be phased out, it will no longer, people who know how to think on
be a multi-purpose exam as it is their feet."
those who participated in the
pilot testing.
Students and faculty had an
array of reactions to the introduc-
tion of the ACE.
"I am not in favor of using this
test as a prerequisite for further
advancement," said. Marketing se-
nior Roger Reddock. ''This is just
another tedious wasteful process;
it should be revamped." Roger took
the pilot exam last spring.
"Anything that raises the bar
and standard in education is good,"
said Gerard Schinitt, professor of
Marketing and vice president for
CoxAdvertising, Inc. Schmittwent
on to say that the entire CUNY
system is one that breeds a can-do
mentality. "You have to zigzag
your way through the system; fore-
most, it teaches people how to get
things done."
Vicky Smith, another pilot
"testee" said: "I am all for ACE
because it shows that you're in an
environment that deals with criti-
New Examination for Sophomores Introduced PublicAdvocate
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fi or reservanons ana more mrormanon.
Contact Carla Hoke at 802-5941•••••••··.a.·.;;.;..·AM
*Learn about different kinds of real estate jobs.
*Ask questions about what you would be doing on
the day you start work.
*Meet both recent college graduates and the prime
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will be held on
October 22-24 and .
October 19-31




ipento minority students whc
have completed the first
semester of their junior year
at Baruch with a. 3.2 GPA
The danger for young, child-
less women "is twofold, main-
tainsJoan Summy-Long, aphar-
macology professor at Hershey.
"They lose protection of a full-
term pregnancy in addition to
gaining the 30 per cent risk in-
crease from the abortion," she
says. "In normal pregnancies
that go to term, hormones se-
creted near the end ofpregnancy
modify the growth and vulner-
ability of breast cells, resulting
in lower risk for women who
have children," Summy-Long
explains.
Co-author Dr. Walter B Sev-
ers, who also teaches pharma-
cology at Hershey, says that the
data compiled by the research
team clearly raises the issue of
increased risk when an abor-
tion is induced by a pill such as
RU-486, rather than by the more
common surgical method.
"The incidence of breast can-
cer has increased over the last
25 years," says Severs, adding,
"The number of abortions is one
major variable that has changed
during that time."
An article in the upcoming issue
of the Ticker will further examine
the study and the controversy sur-
rounding it .
eluded 23 separate studies with
data on 25,967 women with
breast cancer and a controi
group of 34,977 without any
form of cancer. According to
Chinchilli, 18 of the 23 studies
indicate increased risk for de-
veloping breast cancer in women
who have had an induced abor-
tion.
The study determined that
the link between breast cancer
and abortion transcends ethnic
barriers, having been consis-
tently observed in women of
European, African and Asian
descents. Published studies on
the effects of induced abortion
in laboratory animals also sup-
port their conclusion, the re-
searchers say.
"Abortion is the most com-
mon elective surgical procedure
currently performed in the
U.S. ," the researchers maintain,
pointing out that other volun-
tary health hazards such as
smoking require thousands of
exposures for measurable in.
creases in cancer risk to occur.
On the other hand, they assert,
"The induced abortion patient's
risk ofbreast cancer later in life





~ Abortion linked to Breast Cancel;According
oi To Study Co-Penned byBaruch Professor
By Dusan Stojkovic
A team of scientists headed
by a Baruch faculty member re-
leased a controversial study
early last Friday which con-
cluded that having an induced
abortion incrar in the study,
which has been published in the
October installment of the Brit-
ish Medical Association's Jour-
nal of Epidemiology and Com-
munity Health.
"Our study documents a
clear and significant link in the
worldwide published epidemio-
logical research dating back to
the first study in Japan," says
Brind, adding, "Yet most women
are still in the dark: Only three
states require that women con-
sidering abortion be warned
about breast cancer." In the
United States, only Louisiana,
Mississippi and Montana have
such requirements.
Another of the study's four
authors, Dr Vernon Chinchilli,
asserts, "The evidence is over-
whelming." Chinchilli is associ-
a te director of the Center for
Biostatistics and Epidemiology
at the Milton S. Hershey Medi-
cal Center ofPennsylvania State
University, where most of the
research for the study was pro-
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·802~:d8ml{The Bursar, Michael DiMarco,failed to respond to repeated
interview requests in time for
publication.
ofIFinancial Aid Officers, the Col-
lege ought to be employing more of
them inorderto copewith increased
inquiries regarding financial aid,
especially from the students who
were affected by the changes in
remedial probation.
According to sources at the
Bursar's Office, students will be
allowed to prolong their payment
under the College'sdeferment plan
for mote than a month ifthey have
proof of "special circumstances"
which prevent them· from paying
the full amount of their tuition in
the regular deferment period.
may be able to benefit from Aid to
Part Time Students (APTS). In the
memorandum, Johnson estimates
the number of students whose
classes were to be terminated at
around 1000.
Though the College Adminis-
tration is actively exhorting stu-
dents to contact the recently inte-
gratedOfficeofUnde~duateAd­
missions and Financial Aid Ser-
vices in orderto determine for what
type of assistance they may be
qualified, many students are com-
ing up against walls. "It's really
screwed up," one academic counse-
lor says, "a number of students
have told me that when they go to
one office, they're just referred to
another." In addition, the counse-
lor asserts that instead of laying
A-OUT TH_ D ....cTDPIV ... .
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Student Development and Counceling: http://scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
continued from the front page
In fact, in a memorandum to the
College community sent' via the
Internet on September 26th, Vice
President for Student Develop-
ment, Samuel Johnson, states, "[I
have encouragedl... students to
come in to the Bursar and make
even a token (more than $1.50)
payment and the College will work
out a payment plan that is reason-
able." .
Johnson goes on to say that a
number of the students who were
reduced· to part-time status as a
result of the newly implemented
changes in the remedial program
may be eligible for financial aid
even though they no longer attend
the College full time. Those who
have become ineligible for the Tu-
ition Assistance Program ITAP)
Administration Gives Students Placed on Remedial
Probation Leeway with Tuition Payments
TLJESD.-\ Y, October 29th, 1996
12:15-1:-45 Pl\1
Room 1200 - 360 Park Avenue South
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Our editors make every ef-
fort to read and respond to or
publish all correspondence we
recieve. The OP-ED pages con-
tent is directly proportional to
the amount of mail in our
boxes. The editors welcome
any and all viewpoints from
our readers.
You probably can't see the ben- sends out a positive message to
efits now, but as your academic high school students, who are
life grows, you'll be writing a let- ,thinking about attending college.
ter like this one to other fresh- Before they get to college, they
men, applauding the remedial should have applied themselves
program. Think about the worst in high school, making a zero-
possible scenario: Baruch and credit remedial class one less
the CUNY system could have de- . thing to worry about when they
veloped a policy that stated: if get to college. If Baruch doesn't
you don't pass the assessment keep their standards high, how
exam in writing and math, you are the students expected to do
cannot be allowed entry to the the same?
college period. How fair would
that be? Instead, CUNY is offer-
ingyou the opportunity to stay in
college and work on strengthen-
ing weaker academic areas from
the onset, before you register for
more challenging courses, whose
prerequisites are knowledge of
basic writing and math.
Finally, the implementation
ofthe "New Remedial Policy" does
not ignore "students' needs",
rather it addresses these needs
and has provided a solution. This
policy will give students an in-
centive to work harder and it also
to school just to take remedial
courses." My question to Ms.
Yacirys: Wouldn't it be more un-
fair for the school to allow stu-
dents to go through their aca-
demic career without ever grasp-
ing basic academic skills that are
an essential part ofthe real world?
Why would you want to struggle
in other courses because you
didn't want to take a 'remedial
course? How many other courses
require students, as part of its
structure, to write papers?' Hint:
MANY!
Additionally, comments made
by students Rolando Rodriguez
and Bhanu Singh, citing that
"they fail to see the benefits of the
basic writing skills course they
are taking, other than to pass the
CUNY-standardized Writing As-
sessment Test", need addressing.
Wake up kids! This is for your
own good. I cannot stress enough,
from my experience in the corpo-
rate world and at Baruch, the





I applaud Baruch in their at-
tempt to "raise academic stan-
dards" and I believe that this new
program is just the thing that's
needed to make sure our institu-
tion succeeds in upholding its
standards. I have sat in many
classrooms. at Baruch where stu-
dents have displayed poor writ-
ing skills, not to mention speak-
ing deficiencies, but that's an-
other topic. I believe that writing
skills are an intrinsic element of
a good education, and to lack that
skill is evidence that one needs
help or should not be here at all.
The remedial program is set up to
help students stay in college, if
that is their real goal. If they are
more concerned about their aca-
'demic status (full-time or part-
time) and how this status effects
their financial aid, their focus is
definitely in the wrong direction,
In the article, Ms. Yacirys
Gomez, a student, feels that "it's
unfair for people who have to come
tims) expense, we will not take The simple fact of the matter is At least that will make some of
care of the problem before it hap- that Americans want restitution the pain easier to bear.
pens, we will smother it with good for the pain that they have suf- So keep these words in your
intentions and build more prison fered especially when said pain has minds America-APPROPRIATE
walls. no logical reason for manifestation VICTIM RESTITUTION!
1 woman is battered every 15 Aristotle taught that the pursuit (break-in robberies coupled with What should be the Rights of a
seconds. ofjustice should contribute to our murder for instance; just a spur of Victim?
2 women are raped every happiness but in the Sept. 29th the moment thing for the criminal As a victim you have certain
minute. edition of the New York Times, class). Whether this restitution rights as set forth in the State
45 Americans are killed in alco- George P. Fletcher, a law profes- comes in the form of cash (which Constitution and state law and
hoI related traffic crashes each day sor at Columbia University and does help), or being at sentencing these rights are: -
in 1996. the author of "With Justice for procedures, most Americans feel 1. To be informed of all crucial
Approximately six children are Some: Victims Rights and Crimi- that even when the perpetrators stages of the judicial process.
reported abused and neglected in nals" states that victims should are caught and sentenced, they are 2. To be free from intimidation
America every minute. not be able to testify at a sentenc- just a part ofthe flotsam andjetsom and harassment.
There is a murder every 23 ing hearing as their testimony is perpetrated by the criminal justice 3. To have the Court order
minutes. simply not relevent. Not relevant system. appropriate victim's r-estftu-
There is a robbery every 51 to whom? To the murdered and Criminal should pay MON- tion.
seconds. sexually abused child found in the ETARILY for their sins. Even af- 4. To be consulted regarding
There is a violent crime every forest? To the stalked and ter they are released from prison the plea negotiations and sentenc-
17 seconds. strangledex-wifesofmen who can't that only means that they have ing concerning your case.·
There is an aggravated assault seem to take no for an answer? paid their debt to society, but what 5. To submit (oral or written) a
every 28 seconds.' Mr. Fletcher's learned tome about their debt to the original victim impact statement to the
And the list goes on and on! looks good on paper as he de lin- victims whether physical or men- court.
A nation of victims is what we eates about the law, but my feel- tal. A monetary tax on a convicted 6. To be informed of social ser-
have become and the trend will ing is that once a good person, as criminal's after prison life would vices agencies that can help you.
continue even while politicians no doubt Mr. Fletcher is, finally go a long way toward establishing 7. To be assisted by your crimi-
grind out their statistics about the ends up on the recieving end of the view that in America, crime nal justice agencies.
28% drop in violence. As long as unjustified pain, all civilised really doesn't pay. 8. To receive notice ofall sched-
the laws are meant to protect the boundaries for this scholar will Why should our tax dollars go ule changes regarding your case.
offenders instead of the victims cease to exist. toward building new prisons when 9. To have property held for evi-
nothing will change in our life- The good professor reiterates the perpetrators should finance the dentiary purposes returned unless -
times, and why should it, building that sentencing should not focus deal themselves? there is a compelling reason for
prisons is big busness! Let's face it on a particular victim. The crime It's sort of like being in an exclu- retaining it.
America, we are not the land ofthe in question (murder or what have sive men's club. They have dues to 10. To be informed of possible
Democratic, we are the land of the you ris the affair of the court. pay and that will make our lives a financial compensation for victims
Capitalist, and so at your (the vic- Bulls**t!! whole lot easier. of violent crimes.
_________ -·~.dloDymou.s-Klel.l-:linE-lr---,..--
Tliv op in i on s expressed on the Exhale pages are those of the individual writers. and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker
editorial stuff. The Ticker accepts only typewritten and signed opinion pieces ofno more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication
of Exhale articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters
ui ll net be published. Howe-ver, when appropriate. names will be withheld upon request. Writers should provide day and evening telephone
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A MISTRUST OF FACULTY AND STUDENTS
6
..
New York City Public Advocate Mark Green gave a speech at Baruch
on Tuesday, October 15th. An erected official, it was our pleasure to
welcome him here at Baruch. The one problem is that he should not
be an elected official. Mr. Green was elected to a do- nothing post,
one, that when it was formally known as City Council President, was
also a do-nothing post. While Mr. Green is a great consumer advocate,
the' office is unnecessary. Taxpayers spend over $100,000 to pay for
his salary, never mind the costs of his staff of which he has 45. Mr.
Green has done good things, but he also has used his office as a means
of getting ahead on the political ladder, i.e. running for mayor, or
Senator. x; '
A way to save taxpayer's money in these hard fiscal times is to get rid
of waste. With a Consumer Affairs department, the city is wasting
money by having duplicate services. The waste here is the Public
Advocate's office, and one that should go the way of the Edsel.
~.~.. ,'~t··'Ti~D\,' A··.L·C'C.£..7.' ....•.·••.·'.,'·i,\,.",,7"'·',T' ....~
THE PUBLIC ADVOCATE
Just Another Waste of Money
"While it is nice to have a gQQdGPl\, employers
alsowant to know that youcanhandlecrises; they
want people who know how to thinkon-their feet."
--Dr. Patricia Imbimbo, director ofCareer Coun-
seling & Placement
In the end the ACE exam will not help students or faculty,
but will hamper them in their efforts of achieving and
providing a higher education.
Do we need another test to serve as a validation of a
student's standing? The answer is no. The ACE Exam,
soon to be given to students who have between 40 and 61
credtts.wtlltest students on critical thinking, essay
writing, and comprehensive skills. We have something
like that already. It's called a base curriculum. You know,
those 60 credits of Liberal Arts classes that we need for
graduation. Why should we ,be re-tested on material that
we already passed in class? Could it be that the
administration does not trust our "highly superior"
teaching faculty to teach us the material? Also, if we ,
proved we passed the classes already with high grades,
why do we have to prove it again? Then if a student fails
three times they get placed in a loop that does not allow















Nowadays, it is hard to find
a business article that does not
talk about globalization and
miracles of free trade. And, ar-
guably, everybody's favorite eJr
ample is Japan and its lU:Qdi..:
~, Asian tigers. These coun-
tries are the tangible evidence
of what countries can accom-
plish by free trade. Most of the
time these countries' growth
rates are so spectacular and, so
overwhelming that it looks like
it is impossible to find anything
to argue about. Moreover, flock-
ing western investors and
money to this region shows how
positive people are about the
prospects of the region. How-
ever, is it the right thing to use
Asian model, started by Japan,
for all developing countries and
expect the s ame spectacular re-
sults?
It is an undeniable fact that
Asian countries are enjoying a
-relatively higher' growth rate
than the rest of the world. Also,
. they .h;;lV~ been shifting. their
industries to more sophisticated
industries such as automobiles
and semiconductors. Without a
doubt this shift ofindustries and
high growth rate will make them
better off than they are today
and keep them under the spot
light for a long time. Moreover,
these tigers have some macro
economic virtues that make even
western economists jealous; low
taxes, low government spend-
ing, and .most importantly high
savings' rates. In addition to
their sound monetary and fiscal
policies, their social structure
that is based on loyalty, hard
work, and education explain the
phenomenal growth rates of
these countries.
Unfortunately, however, the
rest of the picture is not as rosy.
First of all, despite their suc-
cess in keeping their monetary
and fiscal policies on track, some
ofthese countries are struggling
between market and planned
economy, and their industries
are heavily protected from com-
petition. This protectionist en-
vironment In.someof the Asian
countries has created huge con-
glomerates. These companies
are usually, held closely by big
families, and they virtually
manufacture everything that
could be manufactured from ra-
zor blades to cars without look-
ing for any synergy between in-
continued on page 10
rrers." Any profit that will be made
will obviouslybe madebythewealthy
nations who are able to afford such
treatment for their citizens. While
an American may have medical in-
surance thatcovers most ofthe virus
related costs, an African would typi-
cally pay "20-30 times hislher an-
nual income per head."
While it is' too early to forecast
the benefits overall of the triple-
drugtherapy, it does for the moment
prolong the lives of many HIV in-
fected patients. A research con-
ducted by John Hopkins University
suggests that for " the net cost of
each extra year of(reasonably com-
fortable) life the therapy gains from
a patient is $10,000."
Doctors agree that the more drug
related therapy patients outgo, the
more likely the virus will be kept
under wrap for now. Although it
may be difficult to forecast how all
these drugs will sell, there is definite
profit to be made from these new
medical breakthroughs. Analysts
,have no hard evidence togo by, since
none of the firms will actually say
their profit margin. but they're pre-
dieted at the range from 20~to8O%.'
common drugs used for the AIDS
patient, there are more new drugs
soon tobeenteringthemarket. When
this happens the pharmaceutical
companieswillberightthere to profit
from the experiences. Already profit
margins before distribution werees-
timated in the Economist to be at
"70% .... over the past decade, the
drug has clearly been a money spin-
ner for the companies."
America's Abbott Laborato-
ries andMerck, and Switzerland's
Roche are the leading companies
that produce drugs such as AZ:r and
others that are proving tokeep virus
levels so 'low it's sometimes unde-
tectable. The combination ofdrugs
with AZT is called "triple-drug
therapy." This new therapy may be
good news for the waragainstAIDS,
but as for the patients some may
have to wait. The main market for
these drugs is no wonder in the
wealthy nations of Europe and the
US. Medical insurances usually
cover these costs, but for the rest of
the worlds population it is not easily
accessible. While in America there
are moretb an,"700,OOO .arv carri-
ers" Africa numbers "22m HIV car-
By Victoria Esposito 1964 and 1976-will be the first In the 1950's, of the $478 bil-
Over the last decade, the gap group during this century that, on lion in taxes collected, corporations
between the rich, and poor in average, will not be able to achieve paid 39% and individuals paid 61%.
America has been growing at an a comparable or better life-style In the 1980's, tax collection in-
alarming rate. This growing dis- than their parents. creased to $4 trillion dollars,' of
parity is primarily due to a legal One factor contributing to this which corporations paid only 17%
and economic system engineered growing disparity is the Federal and individuals paid 83%. One
by and for the benefit of the privi- Tax Code. The tax code is struc- reason for this disparity is that
leged, powerful and wealthy. tured to allow wealthier Ameri- corporations are allowed an unlim-
According to a recent New York cans and corporations to escape ited deduction for debt. Prior to the
Times article entitled "The paying their fair share of taxes at 1980's, the debt deduction was a
Downsizing ofAmerica," although good thingbecause most businesses
the overall economy appears to be borrowed money to purchase prop-
doing well, as indicated by the low "Median family erty, plant and equipment to ex-
unemployment and inflation rates pand their operations which re-
and the booming stock market (the income has been sulted in the creation of new jobs.
Dow Jones Industrial Average steadil» declining. However, in the 1980's, companies
topped the 6000 level on Columbus '.T began borrowing to take overother
Day), middle and lower class since 1990•.." companies (a/k/a leveraged
Americans are not sharing in this buyouts), after which the assets of
prosperity. Median family income the purchased company would be
has been steadily declining since the expenseofthe shrinkingmiddle . sold, resulting in the shutdown of
1990, whileincomesofthewealthi- class. ACNNtrimereportcorrectly many businesses and job losses.
estearners (top 5%) have increased states that the' complexity of the Many companies fearlessly tookon
by over 150/0. tax code alone (7 million+ words)' large amounts of debt because, in
Furthervas we are all painfully makes it biased in favor ofthe rich. 1978, the bankruptcy law was
aware, tuition costs have risen as- Lastyear, Americans spent a whop- streamlined by adding the Chap-
tronomically while it has become . »ping' $5<}O billioa in professional ,·rer 11 provision. Chapter 11 al-
increasingly difficult for college_ tax preparation fees, with a top lows failed management teams to
graduates to find well paying jobs. NYC tax lawyer costing $400 per remain in place to "restructure",








AIDS, Wealth, and Triple-Drug Tigers Way
Therapy~heBest Way?
The Widening Gap Between
The Rich & Poor in America
By Raluea Pencu
Treating AIDS is rio easy task.
The race is on for drug companies to
prolongthe lifeofHIV infected lives,
but that' is no easy task. With an
increasing number of drug treat-
ments promising to help keeping
HIV virus under control, there also
seems to be a lot ofprofit to be made
by the drug companies.AZT, one of
the first drugs shown to be moder-
ately effective has also proven to be
profitable for WellcoDle, the firm
who introduced AZr to AIDS pa-
tients. Apparently, besides the rush
to save humanlives from this deadly
virus there is also a sudden burst of
enthusiasm on the part of pharma-
ceutical companies hopingto launch
their new AIDS fortune. Various
•
newspapers and magazines are now
focusing on new treatments looking
to' prolong the lives ofvirus stricken
individuals. Doctors are likely to
use new treatments in order to ex-
periment withwhatworks and what
doesn't. To date there has been
improvement in treatment plans-
which may include a new drug or a
combination of drugs.
While AZT is one of the -most
-. ._---- - .........
has been looking afterus for a very
long time.. Longer than Bob Dole
was in the Senate.
Has Ralph Nader ever run for
president before? Yes, in 1992 he
ran as a write-in and got three
percent of the vote. Presently he
ranges between two and five percent
, in the polls. You've probably never
heard about this because Big
Business does n't want you to hear
about him. Thinkabout what would
happen to them if a consumer
advocate got into office that they
COULD NOT BUY OFF. It plain
scares them. So they continue
makingsurehegets as little publicity
as he can. This goes not only for
Nader but also for other third
parties in America including the
Libertarian Party, The Reform
Party, and the Tax Free America
Party. The only one's you see are
Democrats and the Republicans
because other interests own them
(a Ithough not the American
People).
"So do yourself a favor this
election day. Go into the voting
booth, look at the names on the
ballot and pull the one labeled
Ralph Nader. He is the ,future







aimed at poor people. It's aimed at
people who can't fight back. It's not
aimed at the fat cat corporate
welfarist-Aid to Dependent
Corporations, so to speak-The S &
L Bailoutwas $500 billion in interest
and principle over the next 20 years.
Can you imagine what that would
buy in terms ofpublic works andjob
creation?"
Ralph Nader is the only truthful
candidate running for president in
this election. Dole and Clinton are
both owned by foreign and corporate
interests. Perot is running a one
man party. This is not democracy.
Harry Browne, the Libertarian
Candidate has some ideas but hardly
anyone knows about him and he
doesn't have the kind of 'finesse' to
move this country into the future.
Nader is the perfect person for
president because he is and has been
'A CONSUMER ADVOCATE'. He
fights for the plight of the everyday
person. He has been someone who
"TH'tJl( OF MEAS A GREEN PN{r("
substantial economic growth, labor
rights, consumer protection, civil
rights, and civil liberties. He believes,
as Thomas Jefferson did, that a
representative government exists to
"counteract the excesses of the
monied interests." He does not feel
that poli ticians should take a position
on "'everything under the sun,'
whether they know anything about
it or not."
During last week's debate, Bob
Dole and Bill Clinton both proposed
ways ofreducing the budget. Ralph
Nader also has away, and it is better
than Dole's or Clinton's. Once again
on NBC's Meet The Press he
responded to the budget issue with
this:"First, bringthe boys back from
Europe and East Asia, and let those
countries-perhaps in alliance with
the United States- defend
themselves. That's $100 billion
right there in direct and indirect
expenses. I'd eliminate over $150
billion in corporate welfare. I'd
make the government more
assiduous in collecting its debts,
and its royalties from taxpayer
funded research and development
in the pharmaceutical trade that
they now give away to drug
companies, and royalties for private
use of resources of federal lands.
The trouble is, cutting the budget is
By Ira M. Hersch
Forget the Republicans. For-
get the Democrats. Forget Dole
and forget Clinton. There is a real
candidate running for president
and his name is Ralph Nader.
Ralph who? Some of you may rec-
ognize Nader's name from a book
he published about 30 years ago
entitled "Unsafe at Any Speed," an
attack on safety in the automotive
industry of America. Ever since
then he has been America's most
infamous consumer advocate.
Mr. Nader is sort of the
uncandidate though. He has no
expectations or desire to be the





President. He is completely satisfied
by being a full time citizen. In
addition he has also vowed to spend
less than $5000 for his entire
campaign depending mostly on free
1Vand radio interviews. He will not
raise money or accept contributions
to run TVads orgo state by state and
visit the people. Nader's strongest
point is that he is anti-eorporate. He
believes in consumer interests and
has lobbied for safer cars, water,
food and drugs, plus purer politics.
He has never owned a house, car, or
condo. He wearscheapsuits, watches
a black and white TV and
corresponds on a manual typewriter.
Presently he is nmning as The
Green Party's candidate (currently
in 21 states including New York),
even though he will not accept the
party's platform. He does not even
have plans to join the Green Party
which is an environmental group
that supports such thingsas abortion
rights and same sex marriages.
Nader considers the latter to be
issues of"gondola politics" which he
expresses indifference towards. "1
don't want to blur the focus on the
'strengthening our democracy' issue
while the focus is on global corporate
power," he says, "unlike politicians,
I don't have an informed opinion on
everything under the sun."
Why would this 'un-candidate'
consider running for president? On
NBC's Meet The Press, he responded,
"Because we're part of a larger and
longer-term political movement to
build democracy in concrete ways,
strengthening the roles ofthe voters;
citizen, taxpayer, worker, consumer,
and shareholder alike, and to
confront and give competition to the
two parties-tweedle-dee, tweedle-
dum Republican and Democrat-
which are increasinglyof,by, and for
big business. The dominance, the
supremacy of these global
corporations--overourgovenunent,
over our marketplace, over labor,
consumers, and small business
through these franchise
agreements-is getting completely
out ofhand, and on a collision course
with Democracy."
Nader, in my opinion, stands on
what America used to have































centered problems such as crime, ~
hunger and broken families find ~
their way into the school building, -i
o'
handicapping the students' ability ~
to achieve. Rising costs of educa- ~
tion also contribute to Iimiting the ~.




How can more equality between
rich and poor be achieved? A good
start would be 'to reform the tax
. law, closing all the loopholes in
order to ensure that corporations
and the wealthy top 50/0 pay their
fair share of taxes. The flat tax
appears to be a simple solution, as
it would eliminate all of the com-
plicated tax rules. However, in
reality, the plan by Steve Forbes-
17% flat tax-would be a larger tax
cut to those making over $100,000
than it would be for the average
American. It would also be a vir-
tual tax holiday for those with
incomes coming from inherited
money and it would eliminate the
tax on capital gains-which pri-
marily benefits the wealthy.
Second, the public education
system is in desperate need of re-
form. National standard setting,
which is the result of President
Clinton's Goals 2000 program, is
important to provide incentives to
teachers and students, but this will
not solve the problem. Enlisting
the help of the private sector is an
excellent way to improve the sys-
tem. For example, Bell Atlantic
will give free Internet services for
about 26,000 elementary schools .
in its area. Another hot issue for
reforming schools is the voucher
program which allows poorer stu-
dents to attend better schools.
However, although the program
has demonstrated success in some
cities, Mayor Giuliani is currently
opposed to instituting the voucher
system in New York. Until Ameri-
cans are willing to address the prob-
lems of underclass children in a
wholistic way, achievements in
education will be impossible on a
system-wide basis. Individual
stars will shine, but on the whole,
the cycle will continue.
As it stands, the middle class
and working poor are pointing
fingers at the nonworking poor
because they feel that they are
getting "something for nothing".
The nonworking poor are dis-
heartened and demoralized be-
cause they know that even if they
were motivated to work, etc., their
chances ofgetting ahead are slim
without the requisite skill-set.
The lower and middle classes need
to stop infighting and letting
popular culture divert their at-
tention away from the true issues
at the root of their discontent.
"~:" ..-::
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tion held by the employer while it
earns investment returns. This is
similar to the 40l(k) and IRAs,
except there is no maximurn
amount that can be withheld. Ac-
cording to the New Yark Times
article,JohnF. Welch, CEOofGen-
eral Electric, deferred $1 million
in compensation last year, which
means that in 5 years he will have
$263,000 more than if he had not
taken the deferral.
Further contributing to the
growing income disparity between
the rich and poor is the fact that
resources devoted to the solution
of social problems and the effec-
tiveness ofthe solutions are deter-
mined by the social status of the
group affected by the problem. This
is clearly demonstrated by the fail-
ure to correct the inequities of the
public education system. Accord-
ing to CNN political analyst
Charles Bierbauer, 80% of 8th
graders cannot calculate fractions,
decimals and percentages and 40%
of4thgraders cannot tellthe north-
east from the southwest on a map.
The fact is that public schools,
originally designed to produce fac-
tor workers with basic skills, are
failing to prepare students for col-
lege or basic jobs in today's highly
competitive global business envi-
ronment.
Funding schools primarrly
through property taxes guarantees
inequality and gives students in
wealthysuburban communities an
immediate advantage in compari-
son to students from inner cities or
r'ural areas.. This is due to both a
higher property tax base in subur-
ban communities and a lower stu-
dent/taxpayer ratio.
Given the assumption that stu-
dents with a lower socioeconomic
status will not enjoy access to the
same educational advantages as
students from middle or upper
class families, we may deduce that
our society does not place the same
value on the potential of poorer
students as it does on richer ones.
In their efforts to rationalize this
inequality, conservative lawmak-
ers put forth perceptions ofimpov-
erished people as lazy and unmoti-
vated. The conservative paradigm
which blames the underclass for
their own plight makes legislators
reluctant to devote resources to
educating people who are perceived
by their constituents as a "lost
cause."
This view of underclass stu-
dents as having limited potential
becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Poor students are not held to the
same standards as richer students
and hence do not achieve as much.
Disadvantaged students are not
provided with an adequate envi-
ronment in which to learn (i.e.
malfunctioning science labs, old
textbooks, lack ofequipment) and
not surprisinglydo not achieve the
same level ofachievement as stu-
dents using up-to-date materials
and computers.
It is difficult for underclass
students and their parents to or-
ganize politically because they are
struggling to survive and lack the




This provision proved helpful for
many ofthe failed Savings & Loans,
which remained in business and
"restructured" under the provisions
of Chapter 11, and are currently
making profits, using the losses
from past years to offset them and
thus not paying taxes. A similar
provision doesn't exist for iridi-
. vidual taxpayers.
Before the fall of communism,
companies had more incentive to
treat their workers better; as .long
as there was an alternative sys-
tem. Now, in order to survive in the
global marketplace, companies
have to be super competitive. Thus,
they are paying top executives huge
sums while eliminating lower level
positions and moving factory op-
erations overseas where labor and
operating costs 'are much cheaper.
For example, AT&T's Chairman
Robert Allen received a large pay
raise while simultaneously laying-
off thousands ofworkers in connec-
tion with the recent restructuring
of the company in response to de-
regulation of the communications
industry.
Further, fearing future tax in-
creases, many companies have been
structuring deferred compensation
plans for their top employees. In a
deferred compensation plan, em-
ployers keep a portion of an
executive's compensation and in-
vest it. The executive does not pay
taxes on the portion of compensa-
continued on page 9
while creditors are held off. This
effectively removed the controls on
debt effected by the Chapter 7 bank-
ruptcy, which calls for an immedi-
ate dissolution and liquidation of
the failed company.
Corporations recently received
another tax bonus. A recent Busi-
ness Week article entitled "Advan-
tage Dealmakers", reported that
hidden in the text of the minimum
wage law (which does not even pro-
vide a wage above the poverty line)
is a provision which will allow cor-
porations to retroactively deduct
investment banking fees incurred
in LBO's. These deductions were
eliminated by' the 1986 Tax Re-
form in an attempt to curb the
large amounts ofdebt many corpo-
rations were taking on. However,
even then companies took the de-
duction anyway because they felt
confident they could successfully
defend any IRS challenge on the
issue. When Kolhberg Kravis &
Roberts bought out RJR Nabisco,
it incurred $1 million in fees which
it will now be able to use to offset
current earnings. Who is going to
make up for this loss in revenue?
Another tax law provision
which benefits corporations is the
net operating loss. This allows a
loss generating business to escape
taxes on future profits and receive
a return of any taxes paid during
the three years prior to the loss.
~. ~
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tantly, before using Asiancoun-
tries as a model to newly devel-
oping countries these mistakes
must be shown. This way makes
it possible for LDC (less devel-
oped countries) transition to an
industrialized economy will be
faster and smoother.
Finally, how should West-
ern countries deal with these
protecrioniat, autocratic coun-
tries or those who have the ten--
dency to become one? First of
all, the answer is not to make
Pat Buchanan the secretary of
commerce or imposing economic
sanctions. Such method has not
worked in the past and pr-ob-
-ably will not work in the future.
The right thing is to engage
these countries economically
and in time increased prosper-
ity and liberalization will take
care of the problems. It might
not be as fast as most ofus would
like, but it should be kept in
mind that smooth and perma-
nent social changes take time.
In fact, it may not be the right
thing to try to export western
style democracy at all. These
countries all have different
backgrounds and understand-
ings of life and strong leader-
ship might be necessary to keep
these very diverse countries to-
gether. This stability is prob-
ably more important than west-
ern styledemocracy for the well
being ofthe people and economy.
Very often, the beginning stage
of economic development re-
quires a lot of will and painful
decisions which politicians could
not provide in a democratic en-
vironment.
India is an example of this
dilemma between democracy
and stability. Constantly chang-
ing governments and trade poli-
cies make a democratic India a
relatively risky place for for-
eign investors than the auto-
cratic but stable environments
in Singapore and China. This
uncertain environment ulti-
mately slows down the flow of
foreign investments, which In-




is causing polarization among
the-different provinces and ide-
ologies in the same country. In
order to reverse these feelings
and pressures from the inves-
tors, governments all around
Asia have started massive in-
frastructure projects. -However,
these projects mean that gov-
ernments have to spend more
money either by borrowing more
or increasing taxes. In any case,
this wiflreault in higher "taxes
and/or interest rates.
There is. a positive side
though, almost all the devel-
oped countries have passed
most of these phrases during
their developments, so these
problems are not unique to the
tigers. This does not mean that
these problems should be taken
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try.
Besides these inefficient di-
nosaurs created by the state pro-
tectionism, environmental and
social problems in these coun-
tries become increasingly vis-
ible as they are more and more
exposed to the outside world.
Factor-ies and investment in
these countries are heavily con-
centrated at the coastal regions
and cities. that usually do not
have the infrastructure to
handle the load that comes with
growth. This isolated industri-
alization is a major reason for
many social problems in these
countries. Intentionally and un-
intentionally7 some parts of the
countries are getting richer
while other parts do not share
the benefits of "globalization."
This inequality between regions










~ continued on. page 9 . .
'; dustries. According to The Wall
~ Str~t Journal, the five big-
~ .gest South Korean. conglomer-
cD ates produce 85 percent of the
::: country's total GDP. These con-
~ glomerates' sizes definitely give
~ them the muscle they need to
o dominate the domestic market
and influence the governments'
trade policies. However their
size and diversity are not
enough to make them flexible
and creative enough to compete
in the international arena. This
is why these companies do not
get the respect they should be
getting relative to their sizes.
Worse, these conglomerates do
not leave breathing room for
small companies; which are nec-
essary for the long-term devel-
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Welcoming The Use OfFrequent Flyer Programs
13
THE FRIENDLY SKIES
." . . .
JUST GOT FRIENDLIER
by Charles H. Bernard 834 miles. In addition to earn- (a 950 mile flight cost $50). find out how to register.
Joining one or more fre- ing a minimum of 500 miles on Upgrading to first is free for Finally, another great ben-
quent flyer programs can even- shorter trips, some airlines pro- gold members from any fare, efit of being a frequent flyer is
tually get you on your way to a mote a double or triple bonus of- however, non-mem bers can one offered by British Airways.
vacation spot for "free." Even if fer in connection with car rental upgrade only from a full fare British Airways lets up to 4
you fly once a year or once a companies, netting up to 1,500 ticket. people combined their mileage
week, being a member of a fre- miles. National Car Rental will You can even get frequent (in a household account), making
quent flyer program has a vari- give you a 10% discount on a car flyer miles from your long dis- free trips so much easier to get.
ety of benefits. Most major air- r-e nta l if you are a Frequen t tance carrier. AT&T, in con- Another unique feature is you
lines offer a frequent flyer pro- Traveler member with USAir. In nection with USAir, will credit and members of your household
gram and usually start you off addition to the 10% discount, your frequent flyer account account can transfer any USAir
with bonus miles as an incen- you are eligible for 500 frequent with 5 miles for every -dollar miles into your British Airways
tive to join their program. Bo- flyer miles. Avis Car Rental and you spend on long di-stance. account, making that get-away
nus miles can range from 2,000 Hertz have similar programs. In This offer from AT&T is only closer than you thought.
to 5,000 miles or more, depend- many instances, car rental com- 'available whenyou s igri up for Joining a frequent flyer
ing on tfle airline. TWA, for in- panies have specials, such as AT&T's Tryt Reward s Pro- . ~rograrn is riot qecelsaz;i1y for
stance, -wi II- start you ·-:7t:~,.:..~:~:~",.:;~...·~::~:·;~ -:.-::::"'''.... ?:~~•. :' ~:i:"::·r.t:·,",·: .~~: ;:>"':"'":~,~.~~~~~~~;,:1t:~.'-::~~~.'!!.~'.-.,.~ •.. ,.-'«..;..~~~>"'''-~ ....~.~''_•.-.<;';~ .. ;" ..~ _:. -c' 2 :.~;:;·rhe: -.~fie-q'u en t
off with 3.000 bonus . l!!!!." ~,!flyer. Anyone·
~il~es just 'fO: jo~ning --- :.~ .. q,~q _Ill'·' -.., , qq. ·~··:~;·~i~~::~~~jc::tB·~~~:;;;·~:;;7;~··~·.. · q,.. .. . ~•.• ~. can join and fly
~ ~ ::,0 m e case ::;, WIt ~ as. •,. .:s:."., ~'"'''''''''::::}~~S,y~/,,,,,,! ..C·' ;.,.:•••." . y.,.. f r e e to s 0 m e -
ill t.le a s 2°.000 illdes. . \S -; }:·::;.;{1\;,/::'>~.:. . W her e 0 f the i r
v o u areerigible ferone '. .~. _._>~ .•... -. • cho ic e , e v e n t u-
r o u n o v t.r i p t i c k e t to ally. Free flying
E~~~~~s~~::~f~~~~~cr~ .. -E" " .... ..'. ,~~J .~ < r~sodl\il~la:tgt:lieeat~f:rn
e
l
~·.olt about n~;\~es~·~ ~
. i o n s vv ill a p p ly I. Join- n. . '. qu en t ~.yer pro-
.~lg a p r ogr a rn IS easy. ',> gram. There are
There i s usually no fee -.~ other great in-
for joining frequent '. centives to join
flyer programs which ",', .. .:and these incen-
makes it easy for you ·i&~~(4t.;;,;,,;tives only get
to join one or all of them. One triple bonus miles, just for ren~t- gra.'~::>'(~'~ntactAT&T for spe- better as t irne passes and events,
of the benefits of joining more ing with them. Many frequent cific details regarding the such as fare wars, occur. For
than one program is it's never flyer programs offer you dis- True Rewards program). MCI information on frequent flyer
certain when you'll be flying on counts at a number ofparticipat- offers a similar program in 'programs contact your airlines of
a specific airline but it would be ing hotels through out the conjunction with Continental choice and join now.
comforting to know that what- United States as well as miles Airlines.
ever your choice of airline might credited to your account just for Ifyou find yourself eating
be, your: frequent flyer program staying at participating hotels. out very often, there is no bet-
will corrt inue to work.' . ter time to get yourself into a
When we fiy~' m ost of us . "Mostmajor frequent flyer program. You
want to get there as quickly as can get up to ten miles with
possible, so we try to get on a airlines allow fre- COntinental, USAir, and
nonstop' flight. However, befor-e- .. q'uen... t fly~.rs.,.-.t_O... .~.. - .' Uiriie4.Airli~"m~~,·-
you decide not to choose a flight. -' f~r 1~~h~r~ it; ;~~: t~~
because it's a connecting flight, Up··g-'radeto itirst part.~il>~~tng;~~~~~~1~~·:
when time is not of the essence I'· ~rld.oWidlf~.·.;::.···.;~::_.-yt~~
in your t r ave Lp l an s , think class for Iittle to tra.!l.smed.ia>=a. _~~;~~,:>
twice. Some airlines have a no cost." y~~:rly.r~.e,oJ$.~...9.&_:~ ..~.a.4al~~..;":~~
minimum amount of miles given ally; if.:y.o.~a~.re~.gy:·~Qt;;f~ee· _
for small trips. For instance, a On some a.irlines, on cer- miles for ehargin~~n;your'p'er-'.
direct flight on USAir from tain flights, you. can use a por- sonal credit 'c.ard$~·:YoU:,can:
Newark to Orlando will credit tion of your frequent flyer mires now. get'mor~'fiee-'~il~s' for~, .
~~:~e:t~~~u;i~~t3t8ht~~~~P~~s~ · it ~r:::.::: ~ol~:otu~:~~ o:o~;~ ~rJ~~::rlW_~~.·
burgh credits your account with fares. Most major airlines allow' .shop,:l)titbtfsureto~~&~.~Iiall:,
1.334 mi les, because. from N ew- frequ en t flyers to upgrade to your Am~-ti:ca:~Exi)!.e~:C~~d·s::~'
ark to Pittsburgh earns the 'first class for little to no cost. by <calling.~:80(}i291.a2·.1.6,-~ilr.'"
. . ~ -00"1 - +' Northwest Airlmescharges $25 check with yo~r"other credIt .rm n irn urn ot c rm es ana ... rom
?i t t s b urgh to Orlando earns for each five hundred mile flight card companies or airlines to
--- -_. __._----------
Ifyou are interested in
placing an ad in The








*Survey limited to acceptable fit with Acuvue~, Focus~ or Focus Toric
contact lenses. .
**The initial comprehensive exam to assess overall visual functioning an
eye health status will be required to participate in the lens usage survey.
The fee for this comprehensive evaluation is $40. At that time the eligibility
will be determined.
CALL 212-780-4950 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
Subjects needed to participate in a lens usage survey. The purpose ofthis
survey is to evaluate fitting characteristics ofdisposable contact lenses. *All
contact lenses" and solutions will be FREEfor 6 months. You will need
to be examined 3 times over 3 months. Enrollment 10/1/96- 12/1/96.
SUNY/COllEGE OF OPTOMETRY
100 E. 24TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010
.....-..- _ _ -._._ .•.....•..-_ -:..•..••.......•..............-•............._ -" _-_ - _.-..__ __.•._.._.._._._..•. _ _ _.~ ....•.. '"
***FREE TRIPS & CASH***
Find out how hundreds of student representatives are already earning FREE
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with American's.1 Spring Break company! Sel
only 15 trips and travel free! Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
CAMPUS MANAGER POSmONS ALSO AVAILABLE. Call now! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (SOO)95-BREAK!
ENTREPRENEURS WANTED. Work from home, part-time, with training
provided. High income potential. Must have strong interest in bealthlwellness.
Call Joe Molnar, 718-499-1295.
TCHR INTERVIEW PREPARATION by Retired ASsistant Examiner
Tel. (212) 245-1811
SPRING BREAK '97-SELL TRIPS~EARN CASH~ & GO FREE. STS is hiring
CAMPUS REPS/GROUP ORGANIZERS to promote trips to Cancun, Jamaica,
and Florida, Call 800-648-4849 for information on joining America's # I studen
Tour Operator. .
f·····_················_················_·····_··· - _ , - _ _........•......._ _ _ -_ _ _.._ _ .
I/~m!j;(l
126 E. 21SIRED, NYC 10016
,:' (beL PAIl and LIX.)
~2.689·1992 'AX 212·213-3797r------- ..
:$10.00 OFm
. I Your bill of $30 or I
'1 more. I
: May not be used :
1 with any other 1
I coupon or offer. 1





1996BEST BUYS "Top Bangs For The Buck"
Families on a bUdget head for these "whimsically
decorated"J 'amify-style" Italians where "inexpensive" J
."wholesome" fare is served in "huge" portions...
EXTRA INCOME FOR'96
$500 - $1<XXlWeekly SlUffing envelopes. fUdetails - RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP
6547 N Aaldemy Blvd. Dept. N
~6priap, Co. 10918
Earn MONEY and Free Trips!!
Absolute Best Spring Break Packages available!!
INDIVIDUALS,student ORGANIZTIONS, or
small GROUPS wanted!! call INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at
1-800-327-6013 or http://www.icpt.com
---------------_._-------.--------- - - _.. __ .
-Classified
. .
.....-.....•..- _- _ __ .............•.......•..._.......•...........- -......•...
SOLVE PUZZLE -»> WIN 8100.00
G U A RAN TEE D !!!!! For the current puzzle,
SEND $5 & Mail Address to: EQUILIBRIUM2 PO BOX 1585 NYNY 10156
12
HELP WANTED LARGE BOLE TYPE
MenIWomen earn $480 weekly assemblin circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call 1-520-680-7891 EXT C200
..--·OOV·T··roRECLOSiID--~~-·i~~ ~~~'~~-'$i~'-' fkli~~~~.T~~· ..R~;;:~~··- ....··1 SEIZED CARS f~m $115. Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's~Corvettes.






































home pages. Do they provide home
page space? Does it cost extra?
How big is the home page disk
space? Are there any restriction s
on how you use the home page? I
note, for example, that there is now
a provider in NYC who gives up to
10 megabytes of Web storage with
100 hours of Internet access time
per month for $24.00. That is a
good price, since 10 megabytes is
an unusually large Web storage
area. I could see a small group of
students getting together andshar-
ing one such account; the restric-
tion would be that only one group
member could be logged on at one
time. From the ads I have seen
lately, prices range from about
$16.00 per month to $30.00 per
month for ISP accounts. Of course
you need a PC with a modem (14.4
or 28.8 KB) to use an ISP.
As an interim measure, you can
use a browser such as Microsoft
Explorer or N etscape Navigator in
"local" mode to view your Web
pages, before you are able to post
Web pages to the Internet. These
browsers can be downloaded free
from Microsoft or Netscape.
•••
sharing and for doing business,
any experience you have in cre-
ating Web pages should be a big
''plus'' in job interviews.
YouDIll'Haw to10
You Have to
.i ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• iiii •••••••••••• iii.il ••••••• i ••••••••••••
By Prof. Morton Norman
Asst. Prof, CISDept.
NORBB@CUNYVM.CUNY.EDU
• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •· ,/7 :,l~ ~ •: /~~,~~ :· -.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
is nothing more than a
bunch of"central comput-
ers" around the world that
are always "on the phone"
with each other.
When a person wishes
,; connect to the Internet, his
computer calls the clos-
~;,.<,,;"l :.1:': •. ""!': .; est ofthe "central computers" and 'joins
For the past few years, there has been much the conversation." When millions of
talk about the Internet and "surfing the Net." people all join the conversation at the I.
As a result of all this publicity, millions ofpeople same time, they may all speak to each ~
are obtaining Internet access and asking, "So other. Think of chatting on IRe as walk-
now what?" The Internet is not one big ser- ing down Bleecker Street in the Village.
vice, like America Online, but consists of sev- You can do it at any time and.there will al-
eral parts which can be utilized byanyobody ways be a great diversity of people on the
with the correct street that you
software on his T h h b h f can speak with
computer. The II he Internet is not ing more t an a unc 0 since you are both
part of the "central computers" around the world that are in the same place at
Internet which the same time.
this article ad- always lion the phone" with each other.1I They ~ay or may
dresses is the IRC not WIsh to speak
(Internet Relay Chat) The focus of this article with you, but you can always try to strike up a
is on understanding the general concept of the conversation. All you have to do is walk over ready to chat. Once you get onto Bleecker
IRC as oppossed to teaching its actual opera- to a person or a group of people and start talk- Street, you might listen in on different groups
tion, which is simple. ing. In real life, you talk with your mouth but of people until you hear an interesting conver-
The Internet Relay Chat (IRe) is the part of on the Internet you talk with your fingers by sation. On the Net, you canjoin different "chan-
the Internet in which users from around the typing into the computer.' Most people get nels" and watch what people are typing about.
world can have conversations through the com- dressed and washed up before going out to meet As in real life, you can join the conversation
p~ter.· The C?n~e~tbehin~this .may.~~e..rr~ :~~~rl!f;. t 9ll~ tPte.~.~e~,:~:y.~q.~:.~~~, run.~~. ':. . "'. : -i,r • Ot:)ri~it{~·.~n'p~e IS. '.~' ..~ ' '. " :
difficult but It 15, In fact, SImple. ~lie rntem~t , ,chattl'i)g WQgr:am ,~lclt, SU1l11arly, gets you '. _". . . . . .
" •. ~. ,"' - ,,,. J ~ .. _ ~ ~ • _ .. ,. _ _ , , ~ '. .._........ _ •• ~ _ ~ , .. __ "'... • <-.. _ _ ~ ..
COMPANY
Drucker, who accompanied me
on this review said it best, "This
is just too difficult to eat." He
was referring to the fact that
the burrito was not user-
friendly. The shell was too in-
flexible making the burrito very
difficult to eat without having
it all over yourself. To make
things even worse I ordered the
"Grande", in comparison to the
"Regular", which would have
been enough to form an opinion.
I was also discon ten ted
with the service, The staff was
about as unkind as it can get
before one vociferously de-
mands, "I want to speak to the
manager!" A simple request for
additional salsa was met with
a grunt and a sarcastic, "Any-
thing else?"
The only upside to this
place is its location. I t is di-
rectly above the 6 line, which
makes it an enticing target for
a quick bite to go. Forget it,
. :i' walk across the street to Taco
~ Bell and get a better burrito for
c:s half the price.
c:s My overall rating for this
8 displeasing eatery is a C-. What





The Lucky Stiff Crew
and the Lion. Michael plays
the part of Harry. Joyce
Jacala plays the part of the
landlady, while Amy Florez












Lucky Stiff is the most recent
production coming out of the Finel
PerformingArts Department. With
music by Stephen Flaherty and the
book and lyrics written by Lynn
Ahrens, this play is based on The
Man who Broke the Bank at Monte
Carlo, by Michael Butterwork.
Lucky Stiff has eleven cast mem-
bers and approximately 30 crew
persons.
This play, directed by Eleanor
Ferrar (professor in the Fine/Per-
forming Arts Department) would
be described as an ensemble play.
This means, (for people who did not
know this such as myself), that
there are no lead female or male
roles. Everyone in the cast is re-
quired to play different parts.
Sometimes several roles are as-
signed to one cast member. Such
is the case with Ron Pizon, an up-
per sophomore at Baruch. He had
previous acting with Anything
Goes(previously shown Baruch
play production) and he plays the
parts of a French Emcee, a British
punk, as well as a French Bellhop
(all accents are included).
The members of the cast are
all ofvarious status, and not all are
acting majors. Laurel Sanborn, a
senior at Baruch, who plays the
part of Rita says, "I am excited to
he on the boards again." She has
previous acting experience and is
a member ofActors Equity Union.
Michael Ou, another senior, who is
a Theater MajorlFilm Student has
several Baruch productions under
his belt, such as- Count Dracula,
Anything Goes as well as Androcles
by Mark D. Higgins
I had the dubious honor of
reviewing The California
Burrito Company for this issue.
I must admit I was a bit skepti-
cal about this eatery from the
outset, It was recommended to
me by a friend that is well .. , no
longer a friend. Okay, so what
is the food like right? I had the
..0 rigina I C a I if0 r n i a," w hi c h
was to my dismay, unsatisfac-
tory. First and foremost it was
too dry. This burrito included,
as described by the menu,
"Ch icken , rice, jack cheese, let-
tuce and served with a side of
guacamole and sour cream."
The part about the sour cream
and guacamole is correct but
the rest is not. My burri to was
made up of predominantly rice
and some foreign matter that
did not even resemble chicken.
Perhaps it was chicken, but just
barely. The lettuce was defi-
nitely non-existent and the jack
cheese was about as bland as
cheese can get. They must know
their burrito is not up to par
. (even compared to Taco Bell)
because they include a side of
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by Ira M. Hersch
,-.......-~ .
".-,.
This is fi:om a Jouniat
or a great Master who has died long ago
He was a member ofa group known in history as
The First Great Defenders.
They stood at the boundary between.
. The light and the dark,
Between Magic and Fantasy,
A time of swords and battles.
OfTradition and Honor,
These were the members of
The Alliance.
One day a boy at a pond,
Looked down at his reOection in the water and asked,
"Who am I?"
The pond responded
"You are no one."
Startled. the boy said,
"No one? How can that be?"
The pond responded,
'What kind of question is
'Who am IT
You ha.w a question~t baa DO answer."
"It does have an 1lJUIWer,
I am my name. ...... said the boy.
'"Noyou aren't nepooded the poDd.
"Your name was given by otben.
not ofyoUnelf."
"Then I am those I have saved· aaid the boy.
"No you aren't,.. responded the poDd.
"You saved people out ofproter.Aon of. value
installed by aociety...
Perplezed, the boy asked,
"Thea who am I?"
And the pond responded,
"You are who you .&re.
Your aoul, )'OW" beliefs,
your jUstices. your truths,
your honor, your loyalties.
You are everyone who will come after you.
. This is who you are."
"Then, I am all that I am and I am all," said the boy
And then. ·he saw a light he never saw before.
He saw himself as a defined individual in society.










For those curious about the identity of MOMAN and
.his friend-I'm taking time out now to elaborate. For
those just joining us, stay tuned if you're interested
in "Kicking ass in life!"
Moman lives in each and everyone of us. He sym-
bolizes our potential-he is the dreamer that makes
dreams come true. As far as Moman's friend goes, he
has invested countless hours trying to perfect the
relationship with his mindful buddy. Sometimes, it is
as almost they share one mind...
Now that we've cleared that up let us begin (in the
words of Bob Marley) "the emancipation of our
minds!" If you caught Moman's first publication, you
already know it ended off by proclaiming that the
only way to live is to conquer your world! The vision
of the enslaved mind is stunted by insecurity, fright
and lack of will which all lead to hesitation in every
situation of a day, a day which has so much
amunition to conquer a world, but which unfortu-
nately usually backfired.
these are all symptoms of "mental slavery", a disease
which can and must be remedied. ~.




blessed by God with abundant natural beauty
awaits a return froin all its people
Two distant lands so far apart
Two distant lands regarded warmly in my heart
New York City. Cuanto te quiero!
R.D.-U.S.A.
by Michael Cruz
A gigantic melting pot
representing a beau~iful mosaic
of color and races-
where else but New York City
One demonstrates its world superiority
by displaying its almighty money
While the other demonstrates a friendliness
never leaving me feel lonely
Santo Domingo. Cuanto te extrano!
The city that never sleeps
immensely blessed by God through all its problems
open its arms and embraces my fellow compatriots
Born and raised in the U.S.A.
but never forgetting where my parents originate from
hermano mio levanto mi frente y digo
Soy.Dot:Ili~icano.y que .le ,1~n4<? es .D:1i g~~te.! ...
Skyscrapers and architectural designs illuminate the sky
leaving al] tourists with marveled eyes
While palm trees accompanied by a gentle breeze













Chinese Christian Fellowship believes that
there is only one True God, the God of Israel. We
believe in the infinitely perfect, sovereign, eternal
Trinity of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. We also
believe that Jesus Christ was sent from Heaven to
Earth to serve as a sacrifice on the cross :¥>rour .
sins. Believing and living by God's commandments
will bring salvation. He will return. to.~h to es-
tablish His kingdom ofrighteousness and peace. We
are here to spread the Gospel to the campus of
Baruch College with an emphasis on the
Chinese.American and overseas-born) students.
\Ve meet every Thursday at 12:25-2:3Opm
The Society for Human Resource
Management, which is affiliated with the
National Organization, provides Human
Resource majors, and other interested stu-
dents, with the opportunity to Interact with
faculty and professional practitioners in
the Human Resource and other .Bus iness
Management areas.
Professionals come in and give ad-
vice in areas such as resume writing, cri-
tiquing, and interviews, and also, giving in-
sight into what prospective employers are
looking for in job applications.
An important benefit of SHRM mem-
bership is the ability to regularly network
with professionals, giving students the
much needed contacts for entering the
tough job market.
The S.H.R.M. meets on Thursdays
during club hour, at 360 PAS, Room 1816.
2hi Et a ~igma is a national honor so c i-
e t y f o r underclassmen .f'r e s h m a n and
sophomores J. Our goal is to encourage and
reward academic excellence among Baruch
College students. Our activities include:
workshops on different topics of
interest(internships, management, resume
enhancement and scholarships), visits to
places of interest (UN, Unicef, e tc.) , par-
ticipation in volunteer programs incl uding
New York Cares Day, Volunteers of
America, and the Salvation Army. We hope
to make the·transition process into Baruch
a pleasant one for freshmen by serving as
a link between the activities carried out by
the college and the students. JOIN US
DURING CLUB HOURS(THURSDAYS IN
ROOM .424; 26TH STREET·BUILDING).
The officers of the chapter can be con-
tacted through the Dean of Students office





THE FINANCE AND ECONOMICS
SOCIETY
The Finance & Economics Society is open to
all of those interested in the processes of the finan-
cial world. It provides students with an informa-
tive view ofcurrent change and the future trends in
the rapidly evolvingfmancial world via various func-
tions such as lectures, symposiums, and field trips.
We meet in Room 640/ 26th Street Building
of Beta Alpha Psi in order to leverage your partici-
..~ t '(II' ;", r.1 ~ r socierv tor \"c' ~ ;"h. search Please look
_JCl. .... ..- .... .L ........JL...:...a..~....... _) ... ~ ............ ~J\ ... l.J ... ... ....1........ .
:'(·.r· ')' - ,. '~" "'rs oosted on ~r ']p'-:-D ~~': let: ~ :-v-.... rds for- .» ••. ,"- ••~\t: ~ .,,;v~ . _. '--0L~SL '0...... l.Ll •./VCU __ ..
.~'C> ""'-''''D~;n,'' ,-<"'to" and ,·r '..'.,....... numbers '\,70 " d.... ~r-t'..- ... _,- _.~~ '-- ,,",~_..Lf;. ........:,c:,....:.."-"'_'--~.:.. ...........-c- ....... 1 .... LJ.. ....1.1.~ ~ • .J.. L ... 'V _.LV
UPCOMING EVENTS: (Events are held
in 360 PAS)
Club office is located in 360 PAS, Room
1447.
The Purpose of the InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship
1. To lead others to personal faith in
Christ as Lord and Savior
2. To help Christians grow toward matu-
rity in their Christian faith by study of the
Bible, by prayer, and by Christian fellowship
3. To help students and faculty to discover
God's role for them
Membership is Beta Alpha Psi gives you an •
instant scholarly recognition. Beta Alpha Psi in-
....ites guest speakers who are recognized in their
fields and who are decision makers in human re-
sources departments at potential employers. The
Big SLX Accounting firms are focusing less on the
campus interview and are putting far greater reli_.
ance on pre-identification. These firms have devel-
., ri ~ ....,;r;¥"\.~ ~~!": r. ~:,~ members r>~B" "1 h.Jpe'-'d __'.''-'b,p.l.t:;le~.dce.,-: ,,,,l. • .l~.J~' eva.~p ,a
D",i 'l''o--.",...ot,..''''; u~e invite '.-"U, ~ ...., .....c:"rv·,p-,c. ~ rv'Oar-;;.-v.,. ..










We at ASEDOM are a culturally based
organilation. We believe in preserving our
heritage while exposing other ethnic groups
to the historic background and customs of
our Caribbean life. We are interested in
meeting new people who are serious and
dedicated to changing the Latino image to
a more positive one while having tons of
fun doing it.
If you would like to find out more, drop
by room 1512 of the 360 PAS building and
drop a note in the ASEDOM mail box.
Leave your name and a telephone number
where you can be reached.
P.R.I.D.E.
We are an ever growing happy family, where
you can meet people that are not just Puerto Rican
but, ofother nationalities. We're a place where you
can feel welcome, where everyone looks out for ev-
eryone else. We'll help you out with school, friends,
and family problems. We are a place to go to on a
rainy day to talk, laugh, and relax from school and
family stress. We throw parties, watch movies, learn
new things about other people's cultures' including
our own.
We meet in the 26th Street building in Room
1421 everyday, but mainly Tuesday and Thursday's
during club hourS·.' .
. .. .. .
~:\lC :-;c..!~~l-~. _\l::~~: :.·t.. :~ l} '.\ .:---~_ .~~~~ ... ~; .t" ~JTli:\: ~~(;:..,':e a '\..a~L:p
~~'.':~.'"\~ ()f~~:J~~ "A~"~~lt :::t..l -:" .;_. :.... ~t~: about
What is archery? You've seen it in the movies:
,::., \:~(i~ :=til t:iP ::~(;ll~;,~~~~t)~:~ .i : I.: ~(J ~A--:x-"'r:t\!l~ l~ !-l(~'-
- -
THE BARIJCH ARCHERY CLUB
i..,'r. ~ln"'~:n "'~;r~""'--l' "r th ~t-n" r-.:. vf 11.,.J! e :L~lJm . .:~ ....i,: _.J~e~__..:.e~ [,() ~.e 0 ! uoo.
":'"'\' ~~ .. ' ..,).)" r ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ . .,.-.6..,01 at rne z.sro street oui.cmg.
Ail are welcome. BARUCH ACIllEVERS
The goal of our organization is to uplift stu-
- - - - - - - - - - - - dents by providing them with valuable information
BUSINESS TO BUSINESS about current issues that we feel is pertinent to them.
The Business to Business Marketing Society The topics of out events range from surfing the
(BTB) is a club that enhances academic knowledge Internet, dressing for an interview, to fmancial plan-
and brings the real world of industrial and commer- ning on an individual basis.
cial marketing to its members. Our main goal is to We hope that the activities we promote help
help members to be better prepared for associated to better prepare Baruch students for their future,
career advancement, and to guide them toward the as well as bring them closer together, in an environ-
market activity oforganizations who engage them- ment where there is cultural diversity
selves in marketing to other business. BTB pro- Meetings are Thursdays, Room 1862, 360
vides an arena where speakers are invited. to talk PAS from..l2:35-2:20. _
on a variety ofsubjects, industry-marketing trends HILLEL OF NEW YORK AT BARUCH
in Corporate America as well as counseling on ca- Come and be apart of the Jewish Com-
reers in marketing. m u n i t y at Baruch College. Meet new
BTB is an organization that promotes aware- people, improve your networking skills, get
ness and understanding about marketing activity religious information, have FUN!!! Please
with companies that sell goodsand services prima- see Ellen Steigman in 360 PAS room 1511
rily to other businesses and institutions, not the fi- or call at (212)802-6808 for more informa-
nal consumer. Ifyou are a student that would like tion
to b'Einexposure to the many professionals engaged ""~'<""~""'4'"
in industrial marketing, join us during club hours (v .
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volunteers. They have signed
up nearly 30 volunteers to help
"create murals, paint class-
rooms, revive libraries, plant
gardens, restore playgrounds"
and a host of other tasks to
beautify the city public schools.
Both Mazzucca and Kritos
lH"e veterans of volunteering for
the ~ewYork Cares Day. Kritos
have volunteered last year at a
public school in The Bronx. Her
experience inspired her to take
up a leadership role this year and
since late summer she has been
active in organizing th-e Phi Eta
Sigma efforts.
I, personally have never or
rarely been accused of caring
about anything. More often
than never, I have been indicted
of being overly concerned and
worried. An occasional venture
into the twilight zone of caring
sounds like something interest-
ing and could even be fun.
If you are interested, it's
never too late to sign up to vol-
unteer for the New York Cares
Day. If you have not send in
your registration forms yet (the
deadline was September 28),
you can call up the New York
Cares Day Hotline at (212) 598-
5800 to register. In the event
that you decide at the very last
minute to lend .& hand to this
excellent cause, you can always
show uP at Bryant Park before
8:00 a.m. on Saturday, October
19 and sign up on site.
.Ifyou .have made plans al-
ready to volunteer in the New
York Cares Day or decide at the
last minute to join, don't forget
to catch the weather forecast for
Saturday. It might rain. And
remember to bring extra tokens
and to pack a sandwich for lunch.
Aside from the free New
York Cares Day Tvshir-t you can
go home with the satisfaction
that you really made a differ-
ence.
Come to think of it, noth-
ing gets you more into aNew
York state of mind to root all out
for the Yankees that evening
than laboring all day for the
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ganized annually





at 8:00 a.m. at Bryant Park,
behind the Central Branch, of
the New York City Public Li-
brary at Fifth Avenue (that's
the one with the two lions) with
registration and an interesting
aerobic warm-up. Breakfast,
courtesy of Au Bon Pain will be
served for the volunteers. Here
the teams 'will congregate and
receive school assignments.
The nearest subway stations to
Bryant Park are the 42nd
.Street Station on the B, D and
F lines and the 5th Avenue Sta-
tion on the #7 line.
At around 9:30 a.m , the
teams will travel to the assigned
schools. The fun part 'begins at
10:00 a.m. Between 10:00 a.m.
and 3;00 P.II;l. will work to revamp
the schools. At 3:00 p.m. the vol-
unteers will clean up and "make
sure Ithel project site is ready for
school on Monday."
The day isn~t over yet.
New York Cares Day ends
with a: huge thank you party' for.
the volunteers at Roseland from
4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. So, if you
have tickets to the Yankee game,
you could still have time to rush
down to the Bronx and not miss
a single pitch. This is something
I have to worry about. I camped
out for my two bleecher tickets.
Two of the more caring
Baruchians, Frances Mazzucca,
Vice President of Administra-
tion for the Baruch College
Golden Key National Honor So-
ciety and Maria Kritos, Vice
President, Phi Eta, Sigma, Na-
tional Freshman Honor Society
are leading the army of Baruch
in the past three elections, NO
ONE has run, either Dem ocrat
or Republican, that is an hOE-
est person that places the honor
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Francisco and The Benefit Gang
in Seattle are few of the 26 city
oriented volunteer organization
along with New York .cares
which are now organized under
the umbrella of a Washington
D.C. based organization, City
Cares of America.
This is the fifth year for the
New·York Cares Day. Only three
of the 23 full time staff of the or-
ganization is in charge of this an-
nual event. They will be aided
by around 350 volunteers to plan,
set up and coordinate this mas-
sive event. Over 8,000 volunteers
from various teams will be dis- .
persed to 106 public schools in all
five boroughs. I simply can't be-
lieve how Beth, Tony and Jeffery,
the three staffmembers in charge
for New York Cares Day, can be
all smiles all day in the face of
this logistical nightmare.
"We used to send volunteers
to do everything we did during the
first two New York Cares Day,"
said Jeffery Susman who is lead-
ing the charge for NewYork Cares,
''I mean we' send people to 'elderly
homes, public schools, parks, AIDS
homes, homeless shelters, I mean,
every where." In the past two
years the day has been ~ore fo-
cused in restoring New York City
public schools.
This year volunteers will
spend time in 38 schools in
Brooklyn,. 26 in Manhattan, 22
. InT'he Bronx, 17 in Queens and
3 in Staten Island. "Volunteers
will perform a combined total of
40,000 hours of work," said one
New York Cares press release.
Part of this 40,000 hours will be
spent in "planting 43,000 tulips,
daffodils and hyacinths, as well
. as painting over 200 murals and
hundreds of classrooms." In ad-
dition, since New York Cares
Day works pretty much like a
charitable walk-a-then, the vol-
unteers are expected to raise
funds sponsoring each hour of
their work. New York Cares
"hopes to raise over $600,000 on
New York Cares Day through
volunteer and corporate spon-
sorship."
The day's events will begin
.
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CARE ENOUGH?
8,000 Volunteers Prepare for New York Cares Day
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by Tamim Islam
New York cares?
Wow! That's news to me.
The city always seemed to
me to be troubled with it's own
problems and. could care less
about anything' else. But to my
surprise and I believe to many
as well, New York and New
Yorkers do care. .There is even
a special day set up to com-
memorate this cause. This year
The New York Cares Day falls
on this upcoming Saturday, Oc-
tober 19. Y-es, it is the other big
, event' in town aside from the
first Yankee World Series game.
I was informed of New York
Cares Day over the summer by an
acquaintance. Spending a day
fixing up a public school is not
exactly how I plan my weekends.
Bicycle Marshaling on the 60
mile track in the Multiple Scle-
rosis Bike Tour on a Sunday, yes,
but "create murals, paint class-
rooms, revive libraries, plant gar-
dens, restore playgrounds" in
over 100 public schools all over
the city, that I need to think
about.
New York Cares Day is or-
ganized annually by the not for
profit and largely volunteer run
organization New York Cares.
Founded in 1987 by a number
of caring New Yorkers, it "offers
thousands of New Yorkers the
chance to make a difference in
just about every community ser-
vice area there is." Over 200
volunteer opport.unit.ies of var'i-
ous duration are organized each
month by New York Cares. ''Tu-
toring a child every week or
plant hundreds of tulips in a
single day," stated an organiza-
tional publication, "New York
Cares projects fit any schedule
... [and] take place outside tra-
ditional work hours - in the
mornings, evenings and on
weekends. "
Since its inception New
York Cares has served as a
model for similar volunteer or-
ganizations in different cities.
Austin, Boston, Chicago, Phila-
de Iphia Cares; Hands on At-
lanta, Charlotte, Miami, San
.... r'r-'
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eye. Then smile and start
guessing how much money they
make in a year. It's a fun game.
3. The new CUNYCard is
coming. If I can be serious for
a minute, can I ask "is this what
Baruch really needed?" The col-
lege is complaining about bud-
get cuts, shortage of space and
shortage of course offerings.
The money would be better
placed in helping reinforce our
education, not replace an ID
system that works perfectly fine
now.(note: A replacement ID
costs $10.00. There are about
21,000 students/staff/faculty/
Continued un page 19
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1. I am glad to see that
Pan Am is once again flying.
Not that I fly but its nice to see
this great institution come back
from the grave.
2. Are you 'having as much
fun as I am waiting on line for,
what seems like forever at the
18th, 360PAS, and 26th street
buildings waiting for an eleva-
tor? Next time a member of the
faculty or administration cut in
front of you, give them an evil
back, relax, and let your eyes
scroll across the page as the pic-
turesque words come into full
view and you enter 'The Realm':
"
IN THE REALM
THE WORLD IN ITS GLORY
./
, , ,..,
Ali oablisbed cootr.co t or s \Iv/II r e z e.ve \Y\/orfo-'0lfde exposure, a tree
'Dr Pepper I-shirt, one a cbcrice to w.r 0 5'1,000 scholarship
000 a year's SLJcoly of Dr Pepper!
If you have ~e5tion5. contact the Dr Pepper Web Site Editor at dpepoecosscorncom
or by phone at (800) 9~~-0088 or (8~7) 733-3157.
• -d'-
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We"re seeking sevenraoln types of sabmi~ion~ ...
www.DrPepper.colU
Your Articles Wanted
for the New Dr Pepper Web Site
Now with that said, sit
by Ira M. Hersch .
Hello my friends. Due to
popular demand, In The Realm
is back to question the world in
all of it's glory. As some of you
know from last semester, this
column was developed to be fun
to read. I ask questions I'don't
seriously expect answers for. I
recommend courses of action I
don't seriously expect anybody
to take. I give opinion that is
solely my own (of which you
may agree or disagree with).
When you read this, read it for
the pure fun of it.
18
--- . ---------------------------------
On the IRC, every channel has
one or more "channel operators,"
or people who can do whatever it
takes on the channel to make you
follow the rules, up to banning
you from the channel if necessary
(much like Brutus telling you
that if he sees your face again on
Bleecker Street he will kick you
to Penn Stationl) If there are no
cha~nels on the IRe that interest
you, you can start your own and
become the channel operator.
Then, since it is your channel,
you get to set the rules and the
topics of discussion.
You may speak on the IRC for
as long as you wish and the
beauty of it is that many new
people join the IRe every minute.
These people are from all over
the world and can make for
interesting conversation. When
you wish to leave the IRC, all you
do is turn off the chat program. I
hope you learned a lot about how
the Net and the IRe 'work from
our hypothetical venture down
Bleecker Street and through
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any time. .
OK, so you are really brave and
you found a group of people with
green mohawks and nose rings
that are having a fascinating
conversation that you wish to
join about the merits of Plato's
Republic. You go over to them
and tell them all you know about
the ancient philosopher. On the
IRC, you would be joining a
channel, perphaps "#platofreaks"
and typing your opinion. On the
street, there is usually someone
named Brutus who will gently












































do. Hanks has filled his film
with wonderful characters and
gets the most out of them.
The choice ofa relatively un-
known ensemble cast as opposed
to a lot of big names works.
Though, after this, I think these
actor's names will be big. Tom
Everett Scott is charismatic, like-
able, and witty as the music lov-
ing drummer, Schaech plays the
talented jerk so well he's annoy-
ing and Steve Zahn proves him-
self to be an excellent comic ac-
tor. But Hanks saved the best
character for himself with Mr.
White. Hanks is confident, as-
sertive, cool, funny. and intelli-
gent as the snappy manager.
The only problem I had was
that Hanks did not delve enough
into how much the music indus-
try abuses its artists for profit.
Hanks addressed the issue in too
much of a one-sided manner.
However, it does not hamper the
overall result ofthis film.
"That Thing You Do" is a
bright spot in 1996. Itisafunny,
swift moving story with likeable
characters presented in a color-
ful, entertaining fashion by
Hanks. Tom Hanks has done
that success thing he does, again.
part of the film, however, and is
noteworthy. His best scene is when
he is having dinner with his father
(interpreted lovely by Bruno Kirby
in a small role). Patrie, by the way,
will take over for Keanu Reeves in
next summer's "Speed 2."
Other fine performances in-
clude Robert DeNiro as Father
Bobby, the priest who helps the
boys throughout the film. DeNiro
is subtle and strong and succeeds
as usual. Minnie Driver is solid as
the boy's childhood friend and
Dustin HotTman provides comic
relief as the defense attorney for
Marcano and Riley.
Ultimately, Levinson's knowl-
edge ofthe material translate into
a fine, but slightly long, script ad-
aptation and an excellent visual
interpretation of the material.
"Sleepers" is a complete, powerful,
dramatic film and will be consid-
ered when Oscar time arrives.
"Sleepers" will open nation-
wide on Friday, October 18.
---.. - - ._- -_ .. - .-
Hank's first movie.
"That Thing You Do," how-
ever, is much more than just a
regular rags to riches to rags
movie. Hank's smooth directorial
timing and funny script make this
a very fun film. From the begin-
ning we like these characters
through the things they say and
Ron Eldard, respectively) murder
one of the guards, Nokes (inter-
preted ruthlessly by Kevin Ba-
con). Subsequently, Sullivan
(Brad Pitt), who has become an
assistant D.A., invents a plan to
get them off. Carcaterra, now a
reporter, helps him.
Another reason why I thought
the moments leading to the re-
form school should have been
shorter is because the last half of
the film is so strong-; Brad Pitt's
performance is particularly bril-
liant.. He conveys his character's
repression through. slight facial
expressions, mannerisms and
style ofspeech. You can't help but
feel that there's so much going on
inside Sullivan's head that hecan't
let out. Pitt has a wide range of
roles, from his psycho in "12 Mon-
keys" to his immature detective in
"Seven," under his belt and has
captured another character per-
fectly. Jason Patrie's portrayal of







Tom Hanks in character on the set of "That Thing You Do."
Hanks look .alike) is the drummer
who joins the'group after the regu-
lar guy breaks his arm. To make a
long story short, Guy speeds up the
drum beat at their first performance
of their 'song, "That Thing You Do,"
and it becomes a hit. All four go
their separate, predictable ways by
the end of the film. Thus, Tom
school.
Levinson paints an interesting
picture capturing the struggle the
boys go through growing up in Hell's
Kitchen in the late 1960's. There
are moments when we feel that
Levinson could have spent less time
on dramatizing certain events in the
early segments of the film, but the
overall result is top notch. We are
able to learn who they are before
they wind up in the reform school.
Levinson's best directorial work
comes in the reform school portionof
the film. His use oflow angles, dark
settings, and sleek camera move-
ments, and use of montage help us
feel the terror and hopelessness of
their ordeal. Though some of his
takes in the film are too long (the
film is 152 minutes), the story and
dialogue is very engaging and pre-
sented in a creative fashion.
Without revealing too much of
the happenings, the story proceeds
to their adulthood in the early 1980's.
Marcano and Riley (Billy Crudup,
By. Manny Rodriguez
Quentin Tarantino makes one
of the best movies of this decade
but decides he really wants to act
instead. Mel Gibson decides to
direct and his second feature,
"Braveheart," wins five Oscars.
What's my point? Everybody re-
ally wants to do something else
and sometimes it, works
(Braveheartl) and sometimes it
doesn't (From Dusk Till Dawnl).
So, now we have America's finest
actor, Tom Hanks, writing and di-
recting a movie about a one hit
rock-n-roll band circa the 60's.
Doesn't sound good, right?
"That Thing You Do" follows
·the story of four Erie, Pennsylva-
nia natives who create a hit song
(guess what it's called) and hit the
top of the charts. Yet, as soon as
they hit the big t.ime, they fall
apart. The reasons are nume-rous
but obvious -ones. Jimmy
(Jonathan Schaech) is the lead
singer who writes the songs and.
has the gorgeous, sweet girlfriend
Faye (Liv Tyler). Lenny (Steve
Zahn) is the funny guitarist who's
only interested in one thing,
women. Ethan Embry plays the
shy, no name bass player, and our
lead character, Guy Patterson
(Tom Everett Scott, who is a Tom
Don't Sleep On Barry Levinson's
"Sleepers."
Hanks Does His Thing Again-
Tom. Hanks writes and directs his first feature, "That Thing You Do."
I
By Manny Rodriguez
Nothing hits harder than real-
ity. Which is probably the reason
why many dramas tend to be based
on real life occurrences and events.
Thus, the new Warner Bros. film,
"Sleepers" is based on the contro-
versial book by Lorenzo
Carcaterra. The reason why
Carcaterra's bookis so argued upon
is because it tells his terrifying
experiences 'as a young boy when
he was sexually assaulted and
beaten in a reform school. The
content, no doubt, is intense and
the film brings it to us' in full force.
Adapted for the screen and di-
rected by Barry Levinson ("Rain
Man"), "Sleepers" follows the story
.chronologically, beginning with
voice over narration by an older
Carcaterra (played byJason Patrie)
and following his early moments
before he and his three friends -
Michael Sullivan, Thomas
Marcano and John Riley - were
placed in the Wilkinson reform
,,~
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Write for Arts & Entertainmen
Call Manny or Anthony
at
Letter response continued on page 24
Mr. Edward Rodriguez described,
in the last edition of The Ticker,
American society as one in which
Blacks and Latinos face racism and
oppression. There would not be a
single doubt about the truthful-
ness of these remarks among us,
since we have experienced such
events. Racism and oppression are
problems that we have faced for
generations past, and if nothing is
done it will also be faced by future
generations.
However, something should be
done.. I t is time to stop accepting
oppression and racism. It is not
just to face additional obstacles
because of the colorofour .skin. It
is notjust to have limits on how far
you can go, it is time to say: " I will
go as far as my mind will let me,
not as far as the ruler would let
me." It is time to stop asking for
pity and special treatment and
demand, by any means, equality
and justice. Today, I would call
upon Blacks and Latinos at Baruch
to join together and crate a revolu-
tionary movement that would seek
equal and just treatment for mi-
norities. It is my belief that we,
Blacks and Latinos, must get to-
gether and fight those who oppress
us, and at the same time fear the
union of our power, minds, and
spirits. .
To fight we must not be violent.
.We should be peaceful, but domi-
nant since our power lays in our
heads. We are smart people ca-
pable ofshowing the non-believers
that we want and will rule the
destiny of our own lives.. Let's
follow the words of a figure who
once despised inequality. He said
"...you must prepare yourself, be
very revolutionary, which, at your
age, means to learn a lot, the most
possible, and to always be ready to





the question along with his psycho- am comfortable with the diversity 0>
logically-based (not hip hop based) and range of my emotions. This is ~
explanations as a well thought out why I have love for my fellow man ~
theory of his. Toure's comments and at the same time love my
must be kept individualistic as woman with an unmatched pas-
. there is no real evidence that can be Slone
extracted as proof for hip hop as a I understand that hornosexu-
whole. als are an oppressed group yet this
My "self-satisfying" quote, in .. does not make your intense emo-
particular, was directed at the un- tional strength and identity unique
necessary need for homosexuals to among human beings. For many
prove other people or aspects of life heterosexual men, the most criti-
gay in order to validate their sexu-. cal organ is the heart, also. Many
ality. I clearly pointed out that hip . Blackand Latino heterosexual men
hop may contain gay MCs (with (including myself) also have a
their lyrics beingindirect references "deep, intense assuring love" for a
to this) but it is not a proven fact. I woman that together fights the "so-
agree that sexuality's realm is a cietal rejection and oppression"
"sea ofgrey" which is why I showed they face.
that it was more than just a gay
thing. I specifically revealed that
his homoerotic references were as-
sumptions as they could very well
be about machismo, male insecu-
rity, etc.
The parallelisms that Toure
makes (I did read the whole article)
are incorrect. The parallelisms he
used were stated in definite traces
of homoerotic tendencies. He did
not correctly point out that his par-
allelisms were only possibilities.
Toure's unproved "facts" only par-
allel to a U.S.. history book. In
contrast, I do not make par-allel-
isms between hip hop culture and
society. I elaborate on the views
and real perspectives that are re-
flected in hip hop. If a p~rspective
ofmine is not.clearlystated by hip
hop, as a whole, then I point out it
is myopinion solely.
The truth is that every deep
emotion for any person cannot just
be rooted in homosexuality. You
say that "the same love you have for
a fellow brother is at the base ofall
homosexual relationships," but the
love that we experience for a man,
brother, father, etc. is so infinite
and on so many varying levels there
cannot be a clear connection to ho-
mosexual tendencies. If this were
so the camaraderie and love men
felt within sports teams, groups,
clubs, etc. would all have a homo-
sexual foundation. This could even
be so (l truly don't know) but hu-
mans are on such a high level and
possess such a great ability to feel
that it cannot be assumed.
Toure's argumentation consists
of blending unproved theories (hip
hop's clear gay influences) with hip
hop's stated facts (the love between
male rap crews) to prove homo-
sexuality is a deep element of hip
hop. Toure is clearly making a
connection that is false. I'm sorry
about your tribulations with your
announced sexuality but that simi-
larity between male to male-love is
just a recognition of the similar
struggles of poor inner city youth
and homosexuals. This is a real
parallel, not a connection.
The lines of sexuality, hetero-
sexual and homosexual, have been
blurred for centuries. Humans re-
alized a long ti~ ago that our
emotions and innermost feelings
are complex and are not clear cut.
It is for this reason I have a well





I thank you for being a fan of
mine and ofmy writing style. It is
greatly appreciated. Nevertheless,
to truly be classified as an expert
on this issue there are three crite-
ria that one must have. One must
be a homosexual, a heterosexual,
and also be hip hop to understand
the complete realm ofperspectives
involved. Your letter, Mr. Ramirez,
only proves that you have one area
ofexpertise: you are a homosexual.
I am a heterosexual and more im-
portantly hip hop and thus can
properly comment. I am not a hip
hop scholar but someone who lives
and contributes to it daily.
Toure would have never gar-
nered a response if he had posed
Toure
the male to male love that is por-
trayed in Hip Hop.
I'm not saying that Toure didn't
further blur some lines between
heterosexual and homosexual man
to man love. But these lines were
already blurred by Aristophenes,
Sappho, and that now infamous
One Nut interview..His intentions
were certainly not to threaten your
well guarded masculinity.
The love between Black and/or
Latino men is extremely profound.
They have had to overcome soci-
etal prejudices because ofthe color
of their skin, the texture of their
hair, their facial features. Well
along with that comes the love
between two homosexual men,
whose love is rooted in societal
prejudices just the same.
Ifthis letter has served as noth-
ing else let it stand as a plea: Don't
judge .another's ignorance before
you have your own in check.
"... the most important part of
the gay body is not below the waist.
Politically and romantically, the
most critical organ is the heart,
which gay men choose over and
again, in the face of all sorts of
societal rejection and oppression,
to open for a deep intense, self-
assuring love with another male.
"It is that sort of love, com-
pletely selfless, not, necessarily
sexual, between black men that
has brought on all ofour culture's
epic successes. Its wane-the mo-
mentwhen male-to-male love
leaves the center of hip hop social
organizations and they lose their
small family quality to become
small business collectives-will
directly precede our final failures.
Black unity is still paralyzed by
the misunderstanding that unity
equals uncritical acceptance, but
at their best, hip hop crews, those
informal boy's clubs, demonstrates
true formal unity. In those mo-
ments hip hop is a national, daily
Million Man March, not in what is
said on records, but in the work of
groups of men talking, battling,
rescuing, engaging, hugging, feed-
ing, loving, uplifting, fathering."
..
~ear ~riguez,
Upon reading and rereading
your Sunset Style: Hip Hop Edito-
rial (September 4, 1996), and re-
reading Toure's article in The Vil-
lage Voice, I've come up with
something; the education that you
have received- and continue to
receive- at Baruch, that is sup-
posed to make you an enlightened
member ofsociety, has not worked.
I haveread many ofyour edito-
rials. Ifanything, yours is the first
article I read when I pick up The
Ticker. But nothing you've writ-
ten ever struck a nerve like this
.: piece you wrote denouncing Toure.
I'm a fan of yours, and of your
writing style. I especially like the
parallelisms you draw between the
rhymes that hip hop poets write
and today's society. This is why it
is so hard for me to comprehend
how you could have missed the
whole pointofthis article, and think
it some fluff-piece written by some
crazed homosexual expressing his
"self-satisfying need to reinterpret,
over analyze and re configure ev-
ery action performed by man as
having homoerotic tendencies."
I took your pulling of Toure's
card slightly more personally than
most of your other readers-not
only because I believe in what the
man has to. say- but also because
I am a homosexual. I am also,
however, a Latino and understand
completely the nuances between
oia World and New World ma-
. chismo. I also understand the in-
securities men have about their
sexuality. But this is not just a
straight thing- it's an everybody
thing. There is no black and white
in dealing with sexuality, just a
sea of grey.
Now, Mr. Rodriguez, the fact of
the matter is that your own ho-
mophobic tendencies allowed you
to concentrate on the first part of
Toure's article alone. Ifyou would
have turned the page, and kept
reading intently, you would have
realized that he was doing many of
the same things you do. He was
drawing a parallelism between the
Hip Hop culture and the homo-
sexual culture. Not announcing to
the world that the whole of
WuTang, DefSquad nor Mobb Deep
are gay. No. He was simply trying
to prove a point (read: A very well
made point) that the parallelisms
between Hip Hop and homosexual-
ity are profound. Not because ev-
eryone in Hip Hop is gay, but be-
cause the same love you have for a
fellow brother is at the base of all
homosexual relationships.
You talked about the ghetto,
and how friends- true friends-
are scarce. Well, let me educate
you, Mr. Rodriguez. When one
comes out ofthat famed closet, one
has no friends. You are alone. You
don't know who will accept you, or
reject you. You don't know who
will be kicking you in theballs, or
sucking them. You don't know who
will be beating you, or loving you.
There is no trust for your family or.
your friends. This, I believe, sounds























Ifyou have responses to Edward
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or Es Mail us at:
the ticker@scsu.sitea.haruch.
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Please make sure to address
aLl responses to
Edward Rodriguez
"How do you know where I'm at
when you haven't been where I've
been Understand where I'm com-
ingfrom When you're up on the hill
in your big home / I'm out here
risking my dome... Just to stay
alive...1 gotta say F*k it... "
Cypress Hill -
"How I Could Just Kill A Man"
resisting arrest.
Real moral integrity is realiz-
ing the duality that Blacks and
Latinos are forced to live with.
Manycommenton things they have
never truly thought about nor saw
through a different perspective.
Spraying graffiti on the walls is
our way of telling our history and
the stories of our neighborhood.
Stories that would never be told
are finally told and if you can't
read it then how can you .errticize
it. That is the same as denouncing
a book written in German-when
you only can read in English. There
are many contradictions that we
must live with in order to be righ-
teous; the denial of which makes
us' hypocritical. Did I mention it
also sounds real stupid. What
would these conservative, moral-
istic juggernauts say to a
Rastafarian who lives a wholesome
and fulfilling life which includes
reading books and smoking weed.
Will these ignoramus-pardon
me- ignorant, self-righteous folk,
in super moral bubbles, try to un-
derstand the religious and spiri-
tual reasons for this? They haven't.
My writing, if it does anything
at all, has always stressed work
and morals as the way to gain en-
lightenment. Through hip hop cul-
.tur'e our people have been able to
express, teach, learn, and grow as
a people. We have much to learn
and also rid ourselves of. How-
ever, culture is the true gift that.
·people give to society and we have
done that with hip hop. Yes, it is
saddening to many that I live in
reality and not Candyland and thus
decide to write about real issues,
offering solutions, to what affects
Black and Latino youth. I refuse to
speak with useless rhetoric from a
goody-goody handbook that offers
no insight into achieving equality
and righting the wrongs done to
my beautiful Black and Latino
people.
"The way to stop crime and thus
stop the police brutality is not by
concentrating on it but by living a
virtuous life full of
values... lf. ..people lived a good
value-based life, the crime rate
would tumble...People with moral
integrity...do not allow their walls
to be sprayed withgraffiti...lnstead
ofsmoking weed, orcuttingschool,
they will be reading books... By
stressing the importance of work
and morals, the children of today
will be led into a better future.
What Mr. Rodriguez writes does
not stress work or morals and thus
will lead toa dismal future. The
American Dream makes our be-
loved country prosperous.i. »
Robert Sauer - The Ticker
(October 2, 1996; page 7)
.man.
Many of my people left in the
ghettos are not by choice. These
people who have grown up under
different circumstances need to
be taken into consideration. Stu-
pidity is used to describe those
that refuse to openly .listen to
different Viewpoints other than
theirown. Stupidity. Stupidity. I
like that word.:The obstacles that
Blacks and Latinos face have been
hurdled bymany butgives no right
to accept it as the correct way of
life.
My viewpoints are from the
ghetto in the hopes of taking the
majority out oftheir mental ghetto
contrived ofdestitute viewpoints.
Many of the issues that I ad-
dress are from people who do not
have a voice. It is important to
highlight those facets of the lives
ofBlacks and Latinos and explain
them. Police brutality, in particu-
lar, will not go a way by clicking
our heels and saying 'There's no
place like home.' All cops are not
brutal or malicious, yet it affects
our communities greatly(Please, I
encourage visits from those who
criticize yet have never ventured
into.. ). It doesn't matter if there
are good cops if bad ones can get
away with murderand abuse. This
is more than enough to put fear
into the minds of a whole neigh-
borhood, specific ethnicity, or a
whole race. When these problems
are addressed we can understand
what needs to be done to better
our situation.
Good, value-based lives were
being lived when Anthony Baez
was put in an unnecessary choke
hold by police. Mirta Calderon
taught her son val ues but he was
still killed by a Latino officer bear-
ing the same last name as hers.
Her good values took her a step
further when she was sentenced
to community service as a result
oftrying to seekjustice. Margarita
Rosario. also had her non-crimi-
nalistic son and nephew shot by
police while pleading for mercy.
Both her son and nephew were
shot in the back! one was face down
on the floor ', and clearly were not
Helpful advice is something I
often find myself agreeing with
but not following. Such advice in-
cludes ignoring those speaking
with a supernatural naivete. How-
ever, I just won't listen.
Those who perform at their
best will obviously go nowhere,
yet hard work doesn't guarantee
anything with regard to financial
survival. It only guarantees the
completion of something, often
extraordinary or tedious. In the
land where real people live and
breathe. prosperity is not the gift
of hard work. The Sunset Style
column writes through the eyes of
a Latino that experiences reality
in all its act.uaii ty. Hard work has
always been stressed but only for
the possibility of a beautiful cre-
a tion and the hel ping ofour fellow
"People who work hard are the
ones who get the good jobs, the
promotions and the pay raises.
Those who do not perform at the
top oftheir capabilities will never
get anywhere. They will be left in
the ghettos Mr. Rodriguez speaks
of.:"
Robert Sauer - The Ticker
(October 2, 1996; page 7)
Hip-Hop Editorial By Edward Rodriguez
himself. Columbus' description
was quite the opposite as he said,
"they are so naive and free with
their possessions that no one who
has not witnessed them would
believe it. When you ask for some-
thing they have they never say no.
To the contrary, they offer to share
with anyone... " History is also
taught with the same capitalistic
lenses when referring toissues as
manifest destinyand colonialism.
The realms of the American
Dream also deny and suppress
the reality that Blacks and Latinos
must truly face in achieving a
prosperous life. The truth is that
America is like no other country.
It is the best place to live. It has
the most powerful economy, mili-
tary, and has access to any re-
source in the world. However,
Blacks and Latinos suffer because
of this.
The United States has to be
the most powerful country iri the
world because it is the most suc-
cessful imperialist in world his-
tory. U.S. power comes out of
directly or indirectly controlling
the economies of the world[i.e.
Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic,
Haiti, Mexico, etc. (Sorry, I don't
have enough room)]. The enjoy-
ment of U.S. resources is bliss
'with ignorant Captain America
shields guarding. Manifest des-
tiny. Colonialism. Military dicta-
torships. Lots offun. Pure impe-
rialist entertainment in the next
.editionofThe WaIl·Street Jour- .
nal. The American Dream was
never meant to be achieved by
Blacks, Latinos, or anyone else.
Nevertheless, it is perfect for get-
ting the most out of us without
giving up anything. Welcome to
the United States of America.
..
"Edward Rodriguez... in this great
country...talks of racism and the
oppression ofthe Black andHispanic
communities. He speaks ofthe suffer-
ingand miseryofbeinga minority. I,
on the. other hand, will speak of
a...place where you can live. in a safe
and clean community. A land where
you can let your children go to the
park and where the schools are an
institution oflearning again and not
a sardine factory. I speak of living
the American dream...People had to
somehow overcome their plight of
misfortune. They did it by living the
American dream. A dream that still
exists. A dream that is not hard to
turn to reality... »
Robert Sauer- The Ticker





I t is truly miserable to be one of
the minority (strictly relative term
based on our power, not our popula-
tion), when the majority is completely
ignorant. The American Dream is
United States propaganda in its pur-
est form. The American Dream is
the belief that anyone in the United
States can be financially well and
live a prosperous life if one works
hard enough.
It silences our most ·poverty
stricken as they are led to believe
they will soon attain it. It justifies
every hardship inflicted by society
as examples ofthose who have made
it are splashed on the television
screen. It is truly a constructed tru-
ism that sustains the immoral fabric
of society.
One of the most important as-
pects to the masterful propaganda
agent -The American Dream- is
that it defines to us what success is
with regard to the economic prin-
ciples of the U.S. Is the key to a
prosperous and healthy life the at-
tainment of money and material
goods? ToAmer-I-can live the dream-
ers the answer is yes. This learned
thinking in the U.S. allows for the
acceptance of any measure of capi-
talistic venture for profit-immoral
or immoral. This is taught at an
early age as the very first lessons in
economics are centered around the
prosperity ofcapitalism and the lack
thereof in other economic structures
from communism to socialism.
The "Americanized'tschooling of
history is never more evident than in
the teaching of Columbus. The fa-
vorable angles used to teach Colum-
bus' invasion of the Americas lays
the' foundation to justifying the
atrocities that take place from then
to now. Our celebrating ofColumbus
day this past Monday is key to ac-
cepting the current capitalistic ven-
tures that take place today. By being
taught to accept his atrocities per-
formed' in the name of profit we are
e a si ly lead to accepting those by the
C.S. today.
For example. Columbus is
~ hought to have brought West.e rn
'_'!vilization to a bunch of savages
-v he n that is completely untrue. The
natives. in reality, were not even






















Oct /8 - Nov 16
A powerful play by the Cuban playwnght Abelardo Lstanno.
BLOOD WEDDING • Beginning Nov /996
The modem day masterpiece of passion by Careia l orca
DON QOUOn &SANCHO PANlA
November /2 through December 2, /996
A highly creative version of the classic by Cervantes.
UFE IS ADRUM • Beglnmng Dec 1996
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Life is like a train,
sometimes it drives us insane.
And like a train we humans make mistakes,
sometimes we get caught sometimes we get a 'break.
Also like a train we all come to a stop.
The only two things guaranteed are life and death,
and eventually we all take our last breath.
So live each day like it is your last.: .
don't try to rush things to make them come fast.
.We want to remember the good times in the past
I and never forget that they were a blast.
But this train did not stop in time
and it claimed three good friends ofmine,
it rides on the rails that come from Long Island,
and no longer are they here to keep us smiling
because this train brought us sorrow and pain,
and no longer will things ever be the same, <e
and it was all because of that Long Island train.
-Jose Graham
R.l.P-Steve, Keith, and George 9/28/95
ATTENTION ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS
EVERY WEEKNIGHT FROM NOWTHROUGH MAY 1997 REPERTORIO ESPANOL
WILL GIVE YOU ONE FREE TICKET FOR EVERY ONE YOU BUY AT
THE REGULAR STUDENT PRJCE OF $15 1 ;0'
Life is a test you take everyday,
like a test in school, but without a grade.
Even though you can't see it, you're taking it today,
and tomorrow and the day after until we fade,
away like day turning to night
or night turning to day.
Don't try to understand, just believe it is all right.
Even ifyou're in doubt, believe this is the way,
to l~ve your life. 1. .' .J also wonder why,
but live your days to the fullest.
Don't let life pass you by.
-Jose Graham
IN OFFER TOO GOOD TO REFUSEI
RESERVATIONS MUST BE MADE 3 DAYS BEFORE A SCHEDULED PERFOR.J\1Ai~CE
.FOR INFO & RESERVATIONS: (212) 889-2850
• NOTE' This special offer is only l'il/idfor all University. College & voc:aiiaw students presenti~a valid ID when
purchasing orpicking up tidcets. Valid only for performances scheduled Monday through Friday.
There is a surcharge for use 01~Jish translation headsets.
REPERT ORIO Reperto:ia Espafiol~ The Spanish Theatre Repertory.' . /38 East 27th Street • NY, NY 100/6
E ;PAN 0 L ='::==-':T=028[h5'
A scene from Innocent Erendira
Upright andjoined, you gather the folded garb,
destroyed near the bone,
How much you want from the soul, how deep, to feel you
Yes, like the air
inside the mouth overwhelmed and flaming.
You pass with the tides of the ocean and the soaked
- brilliance of the slow, last skies, that appear
veiled from the south, where the red bustard flies
and nestles, while the night
turns and calls anxiously beneath the flowery shadows
mysterious, yet scattered.
-I.G.
Above the wide, and hard cold leaves of time
you arrive stained
by the fleeing sun ofthe humid seasons
in the plains.
You appear warm-colored and shivering
. and my heart feels the joy ofa silent
word, and keeps it and the whispering step in the grass covers
the wearinese.ithe light,
ofa retained essence, drowned and remote..
.: '. ' • . •••• -:;.. •. r ~ • • • •• ,,~ , -~
-Jose Graham
Why-!
I see myself standing all alone.
Everything around me is moving twice my pace.
People are looking at me like I did something wrong.
Why do so many follow the same route?
Why is it so hard to be different, yet still the same?
I feel like the person looking from the outside in,
J see so much,' but can't say a thing.
Why do J have to follow everyone else?
Why can't I just follow my own footsteps?
Why?
A Short Ode To Melancholx . The Train
.T~···.'"r a n 81 a t ion"




























continued from page 23
Mr. Gomez,
I agree totally with an intel
igent, calculated revolution
with the unified minds of ou
Black and Latinos. However,
there seems to be a subtle infer-
nee that my writing is an "ac-
epting of the oppression and
acism" that we face. Mr.
Gomez, my Sunset Style col-
umriis dedicated to describing,
analyzing, and finding solutions
to all the problems we.face. It is
extremely important to under-
stand our situation and be able
to articulate it to those that do
not experience it yet affect it. I
is not enough to state to the
majority, which includes much
of our own assimilated people,
that we are oppressed. A majo
part of our revolution for equal-
ity is achieved through the shed-
ding of ignorance and corrup-
tive propaganda that shields the
nited States. If to "learn a lot"
is the way for our young minds
to be revolutionary then teach-
ing for that purpose is exactly




of simplicity. for simplicity's sake
and not for the enjoymentof mak-
ing simple yet catchy music. Its
also a heavy album, almost un-
characteristic for Rush.
Tunes like "Time and Motion",
whichsounds like Helmet, and "Dog
Years", which sounds like a joke
thrash band tune, are just so out of
character, and such a cop out for
the virtuosos that Rush is madeup
of. They do rock out a bit on that
album and its refreshing to hear
them do that on tracks like the title
track, "Test For Echo;" "Half the
World, " and the King's X sounding
"Virtuality" but the rest of the al-
bum just seems to be thrown to-
gether loosely and without any
spirit backing it up. Not to men-
tion that the instrumental on the
album "Limbo,"a tongue and cheek
reference to Rush Limbaugh, is got
no musicality to it whatsoever like
past Instrumentals like "Y¥Z", and
"La Villa Strangiato." Also Peart's
lyrics are far two stiffand intellec-
tual for the simple aggressive mu-
sic on this album. Consider these
lyrics from "Virtuality." ~Astro-
nauts in the weightlessness of
pixellated spaceJExchange graffiti
with a disembodied race/l can save
the universe in a grain of sandII
can hold the future in my virtual
hand" How nerdy is Peart trying to
come off on this album?......
Rush was always a-band look-
ingto pushtheir limits to the limit,
and now ·they just don't seem to
relish in that challenge anymore.
"Test For Echo" is a lazy sounding,
. unspirited hard-rockalbum.that
is made by three superb musicians
who have done better in the past.
-Anthony Gregory
album serves as a grand entrance
to this album of talented women.
The other standout is "25 Back
Then, "byLaurenChristy, who was
the winner of the Academy of Re-
cording Arts and Sciences award
for best movie theme songfor "Color
ofNights" in 1994. In this song of
lost innocence and nostalgia,
Christy adroitly conjures up the
emotions associated with looking
backwards and forwards in time.
She sings, "so long agolRock 'n' Roll
has not been heard beforelIn their
long black carsltechnicolor movies
for the starsII wish I learn to dance
the way my parents dance/lt seems
like I was always trying to lead the
man, cause I can't/I wish I was 25
back then." Christy's throaty voice
is beautifully feminine, flowing
with emotion, and amazingly mas-
culine with its stern determina-
tion at the same time. A rock poem
and a social critique at the same
time, this jewel ofa song can stand
as the female counterpart to Don
McLean's folk-social commentary,
"American Pie. "
Women for Women might be a
misnomer since the pride, pain,
and pleasure sungabouthere speak
to human beings of both genders.
This is a gospel in the broadest
sense, understandingpast pain and
celebrating future hope. So as a
relief for what has got you down,
and as support for a good cause,
this album is worth picking up.
-Andrew Huang
Artist: Rush
. Album: Test For Echo
Label: Atlantic
Rating: .~.
Rush returns to the rock world
after three years with their new
album "Test For Echo," and one
really wonders after listening to it,
"This is what it took you guys three
years to' come up with?" .
Granted that might sound a
little harsh, but it's hard to believe
that the same band who created
such amazing progressive rock al-
bums such as "2112", "A Farewell
to Kings", "Moving Pictures", and
"Signals" could make an album as
generic sounding as "Test For
Echo." The problem is that when
Rush made the albums just men-
tioned they were trend setters, now
they are just trying to cash in on a
trend.
That trend being stripping
down rock to its bare essentials
and then some. "Test For Echo, " is
an 11 track album that deals with
the concept of global communica-
tion (all Rush albums have some
sort ofcentral concept dreamed up
by drummer and lyricist Neal
Peart), and is stripped down to just
Alex Lifeson playingguitar but not
minimizing his endless array of
effect, Peart playing drums with
three hands like he always does,
Geddy Lee scaling back the bass
gymnastics, and singing with an
amazingly laid back style. There is
virtually no synth on this album, a
trend the band has kept since '89's
"Presto." -rest For Echo" is a rock'. .
album, but a rock album that has








written songs that are sung with
passion. The only weak track might
be Oleta Adam's "Don't Let The. .
Sun Go Down On Me," an Elton
John staple, that has been done to
death by all major starts in the
recent years and is remade here
again without anything new being
done to it.
The big hit on this album is an
unreleased track from Celine Dion.
Dion's "Send Me A Lover" is one of
her trademark love songs, but yet
isn't overproduced. The song starts
with a bittersweet piano prelude
and then Dion's voice comes into
the mix a cappella. Thesongbuilds
and builds to where with the sheer
strength ofDion's voice and simple
keyboards, she gradually gathers
momentum into the operatic cho-
rus where she wails "send me a
lover/someone to believe in/please
send one I can hold." She grinds
her one-woman opera chorus to a
sudden but perfectly reasonable
halt with a yearnful "all the love
that waits inside your heart." The
finale is a splendid display of her
virtuoso vocal dexterity that leaves
the unresolved tension to linger on
in the listeners' ears long after the
silence. This track rivals the best
of Celine Dion's hits like "When I
Fall In Love, " "The Power OfLove, "
and "Because You Loved Me." One
wonders why Celine Dion did not
release this powerfully potent song
as a single. In either case, using
this song as the lead track on the
-Michael Stewart
Catherine WheeL
claustrophobic in many cases, such
as the lines "Disappointment falls
/ And I will breathe to live bite the
lip," from the song "These Four
Walls."
The release does seem to be a
genuine attempt from the band,
which carries such radio hits as
"Waydown" and "Black Metallic"
under its belt, to present another
more introspective side of its per-
sona, and not solely an inter-al-
bum money maker. The collection
is more "album-oriented" and less
concerned with hit single releases.
It should prove to be a welcome
snack for those who are already
fans of the band, and a welcome
introduction for new listeners who
like the feeling ofimmersing them-
selves under the rolling waves and
letting the water do the moving for
them.
·ua. ....-·ist: Catherine Wheel










e commercia a ppeal of
Women For Women 2, the second
compilation album that supports
the National Alliance of Breast
Cancer Organization, might sound
dubious because the title and the
agenda ofthis album already alien-
ates the male population. Still, if
one is patient enough to look past
the surface element, one can find
that this album testifies and proves
that women are making some of
the best music around today.
With a self-help message and
"unplugged" arrangements, the
artists have only their naked voices
and stripped down emotions shin-
ing through. Inspirational titles
like, "1 Shall Believe," "Helping
Hand," "Power ofTwo, "and "We're
Not Alone," weave together the
motifofthe album. Eschewing the
"greatest hits from famous artists"
approach of the first album, the
second digs for the hidden gems in
choices ofartists and songs. There
are big names such as Celine Dion,
Sheryl Crow, Amy Grant, Indigo
Girls, Joan Osborne, Vanessa Wil-
liams, Tina Turner, and Carole
King. And there are lesser known
artists such as J ann Arden, Terri
Clark, Leah Andreone, and Joy
Askew, but they all provide solidly
.• Catherine Wheel's latest re-
lease, "like cats and dogs," is a
collection of earlier singles never
released in the U.S. and is a taste
of the bands "more subconscious
tracks," as singer/guitarist Rob
Dickinson phrases it. The selec-
tions do tend to wash over you in
rhythmic waves, and some of the
material, such as the songs "Heal
2" and "Saccharine," have a
strongly tugging undertow churn-
ing beneath the rolling surface.
This is one U.K. band that
offers an alternative to the wave of
"poppy" British bands in recent
years, and had a progression from
"Britpop" to a more reflective,
moodier sound not already occurred
more than a quarter of a century
ago, the release may have seemed
especially progressive. This is not
to say that it is not a solid collection
if you are looking for some new
ambient sounds to add to your col-
lection, but don't expect anything
revolutionary.
The band .owes as much to the
likes of Peter Gabriel (especially
earlier material) for an effective
rub, as it does to Pink Floyd, the
band from which they borrow the
cut "Wish You Were Here" for the
new album. The drumming on the
collection tends to be spacious and
. hypnotic, and. the vocals climb up
and down in flowing melody lines.
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candidates at receptions. Here
they observe interper~onal
skills and decide'~hotohire,
ot select for a second
Irrter-view,
s:
Nancy, another freshman, is like
the Energizerbunny, shejustkeeps
going and going. Full of energy,
Nancy is a self-proclaimed "ath-
letic chick". She enjoys a variety of
sports but lists volleyball as one of
her favorites. She plays with a lot
of heart and always pushes her
teamates to do the same.
• Pei-Ling Lou #10
Setter
Major: Marketing
There you have it, the Baruch
Lady Statesman. These eight girls
leave everythingthey got everytime
they step onto the court but no one
seems to notice them. They play
hard despite playing in an empty
QVm during home· games. Mariab.
Campos summed it up best by say-
ing, "They have more fans than we
do in our home games!" There are
still plenty of good seats available;
try not to miss out on this special'
group of ladies.
Editor's Note
This is addressed to all those
students who attend Baruch
sports functions.
Pei-Ling is the quiet person on
_....the.xeamzthat.cplays a heads-up
game. Her setting can be perfect at
times and she never gives up on
plays. Even though she is only a






One of the few seniors on the
team, Marsha is the heart and soul
of the team and one of the team's
three captains. She is the team's • Carla Pimentel #12
biggest hitter and the best server Outside Hitter
by f~r de~pite the .fact' that ~he is Major: Business Administra
playing with sore ligaments In her t. .
h I > Ionback. Marsha is t e most voca
leader on the team as well the floor One of the few players on the
general. team not majoring in accounting,
Carla has been playing volleyball
since she was a little girl in the
Dominican Republic, but only for
two years in organized competi-
tion. Despite her lack of experi-
ence and being a freshman, this is
not reflected in her play. Carla
kills the opponents with smooth






Jen is another senior and cap-
tain of the volleyball team. She
might not be big in stature but do
not underestimate her ability to
spike the ball. She is one of the
team's big boppers and best set-
ters.







Linette, a sophomore and t hr-
third captain on the team. is slowly
becoming the most consistent
player ofthc Lady Statesmen. She
is quiet but her play is everything
but. She seldomly makes mistakes






A senior, "Nai", as she is referred
to by teamates is the team's most
dependable setters. She has a habi~
of stepping and kicking the pad-.
ding on the gym walls to get rid of
the dust on her feet. Nai is an
excellent setter who routinely gets
the hall in right location.
Maria. a freshman, is the undis-
pu ted 'tealTI flirt and. is the most
t.alk at.ive member of the tearn. She
. , ff t'is always laughing on ana orr ne
court. eve n when she is diving af-
t.er oal ls on the court. Mari a, one of
the biggest hustlers on. the team, is
. ,. ,. ~ ~ ..ne rn'm floo ....8!\Vays snrung acro::;~ L1 5." 1 ~ J,
:.r\·ing tv save balrs.
I had a lot to say, didn't I?
. Here's the explanation: No one,
and I mean no one attends any
games! This is a disgrace!
People, W0 go to school here, and
we should be supportive of au:
Statesmen. Whether their
~records are or aren't that great is 2
not the point. They are our J
friends, family, and fellow
students. Why don't we go out,... . 1 n D 1 t
and give support for the home ~ Ofnee of Pre-Professiona i..areer eve opment,
<Nancv Diaz #3 'team. Go BLUE and WHITE~! I Room 1510, 360 PA.S
Setter. Anvwa " that's the editor's . . . S d D 1 . J..





Dean of the School of Business
Dr: Paula Berggren
Professor of English
. The ceremony will be held at
6:15 PM on Friday, October 18th
in the




Department of Economics and Finance
WOMEN'S CROSS-COUNTRY
WOMEN'S TENNIS:
9/29 vs. College of S.I. 4-5 Loss
10/1 vs. Mount St. Mary 4-5 Loss
10/4 vs. Brooklyn College 9-0 Win
10/5 ' vs. CCNY 7-2 Win
10/9 vs. Marymount 9.-0 Win
10/10 vs. College of New Rochelle 9-0 Win
~
10/14 vs. Sarah Lawerence . 5-4 Win
9/29 vs. Brooklyn/CCNYlYork 0-3 Loss
10/6 vs. Brooklyn/CCNY/Mt. St. Vincent 3-1 Win
Mr. Jerome Berg
Member of the Board of Trustees of the City University of New York
Congratulations to the Fall 1996 Inductees of Golden Key National Honor Societ
and to the Society'S New Honorary Members
1-3 Loss
tes For The Fortnight/~





Medgar Evers 3-0 Win
York 3-0 Win
Mount St. Vincent 2-3 Loss
USMMA 0-3 Loss
College of New Rochelle 1-3 Loss
SOCCER:
9/~8 vs. St. Joseph's (L.I) 1-3 Loss
10/1 vs. Webb Institute 2-3 Loss
10/5 vs. College of S.I. 6-1 Loss
10/9 vs. Pratt Institute 1-1 Tie










• FIND-OUT ABOUT DOCTORAL STUDY IN:
ALL ARE WELCOMEl
IF YOU WANT ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS, YOU'LL WANT TO HEAR
ABOUT PROJECT ASCEND
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL:
You're invited to attend a SEMINAR
on Wednesday. October 23. 1996
at BARUCH COLLEGE SKYLIGHT ROOM 306 17 LEXINGTON AVE.
1:00 - 3:00
PROJECT ASCEND is a program which may give you information about your future career







• KNOW YOU CAN ENTER THE PH.D. PROGRAM WITH A BNBS,
MASTER'S OR PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE?
• WANT INFORMATION ABOUT CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE TO INDIVIDUALS WHO OSTAIN A DOCTORATE?
• KNOW THAT FINANCIAL AID COULD PAY 100% OF YOUR
TUITION?
On October 23, you'll meet with other students to learn about PROJECT ASCEND and its
relationship to doctoral study in BIOLOGY, BUSINESS, CHEMISTRY, COMPUTER
SCIENCE, ECONOMICS, EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY, ENGLISH, P~L1TICAL
SCIENCE, PSYCHOLOGY, AND SPEECH 8{ HEARING. Sp~akers repres~ntmg f~culty,.
graduate students, financial aid, and adm~ssions will make informative presentations. Time Will


















Baruch played a mediocre York
team that had more fans than
Baruch had. No big deal except
that the game was at Baruch. They
were loud but no thunder came
from their team.
In the first game, Baruch again
started out slowly from the gate.
losing 0-6, prompting Coach Ivy to
call a time out to wake them up.'.
Linette Sasso's aggressive play
brought them back to tie at 7. After
a series ofexchanges. Baruch blazed
ahead and won 15-9.
York did not get it together in the
second game. They have little tal-
ent on their team and it showed as
Baruch cruised past them 15-3.
Baruch seemed to be a little over-
confident in the third game. They
sensed a quick sweep ofYork. This
should have been but they put their
guard down and allow York to make
a game out of it. Baruch trailed 7-
10, and then tried to come back but
fell short and lose 13-15.
It was more of the same
lackidasical play from Baruch in
October 2 - Baruch 3
Medgar Evers 0
Baruch started out the first game
slowly against a Medgar Evers team
that was not very good. There was
poor miscommunication and a lack
of intensity that caused Baruch to
be down 8-12 against a team that
they should have little difficulty
against. They picked it up halfway
into the game. They knotted it up
at 12 and pulled ahead to win 15-13
In the second game, Baruch con-
tinued where they left off at and
enjoyed a 7-2 cushion. Marsha
Fridman's viscious spiking and
serving led to 5 straight points and
closed out the game, 15-5
Medgar Evers was clearly
outmatched as the ladies ofBaruch
began playing their game. Baruch
went on a 12-0 run and clobbered
the opposition, 15-5.
Player of the game honors went
to Marsha Fridman.
Numberoffans: 12, includinggym
staff, custodians, and myself.
After the game, Coach Ivy said,"
The second and third games were
more like ourselves. I'm happy
with the way the team
played...against the weaker teams,
we have to watch out to not fall into
the danger ofplaying like our oppo-
nents, I would have flipped out if




the fourth game. It was like they
did not want to close out the match
and fall to an insurmountable defi-
cit, 3-11. They trimed the York
lead down to 2 points but fell 10-15.
In the tie-breaking fifth game,
where you needed not have service
to gain points, Baruch pounced on a
commanding 11-5 lead. In this for-
mat, the talent of Baruch's team
was apparent. The score might
have suggested a close battle, but it
was never in doubt as Baruch won
15-11.
Player of the game honors went
to Linette Sasso with her kills at
crucial moments and heads-up play.
Fan Support: there was a 2: 1 ratio
of York fans to Baruch fans
"I was disappointed even though
we won because I did not expect 5
[games]. York was very scrappy
and you can't take anything away
from them. The girls finally woke
up in the 5th game and decided to
win it.", said Caoch Ivy on her post-
game comments.
Said the York Coach, Bert Man-
ning, of Baruch's Lady Statesmen,
"They are a pretty good team. We
were missing several key players
but we expect to contend."
If they were only as good as they
were loud, they would be a great
team.
October 9 - Baruch 0
USMMA 3
This was supposed to be a game
to use as a measuring stick to see
how good these Lady Statesmen
really are. USMMA is one of the
better teams in the conference and
it was up to Baruch to prove that
they also belonged in that category.
USMMA looked like some snooty
school. USMMA had more than the
allowed 12 players and even had
two coaches!
As usual Baruch began slowly in
their first game. They
made errors that could have been
avoided toopen the game up, 0-6. It
was not a game that Baruch was
proud ofas they get steamrolled, 3-
15.
In the second game, Baruch
picked up the intensity level and
lead 4-0 to begin. Unfortunately
they reverted to their old ways and
gave up 6 straight points.They came
back with 6 unanswered of their
own and clung on to 13-10 advan-
tage. The two teams then went at
it with each other's best, ending up
in a 14 all knot. Both teams dug
deep but USSMA came up ahead in
the 15-17 nail-biter.
The third game was another game
ofstreaks. Baruch started out with
2 straight, then gave up 8 in a row
to fall behind 3-9. The veterans,
Marsha Fridman and N ai-Pu
Cheng,then began to lead the inex-
perienced bunch back into the game.
Nai-Pu's crisp settingand Marsha's
big hitting and serves made the
game closer but was not enough to
come back. Baruch loses 13-15, but
not without a gutty fight.
Player of the game honors went
to both Nai-Pu Cheng and Marsha
Fridman for their grit and determi-
nation.
Fan support: USMMA had two
coaches, what do you think?
Coach Ivy initially felt that the
.Baruch wasjust plainlyoutmatched
by USMMA but after the second
and third games, she felt they were
beatable.
"VIe were just unprepared. We
didn't play well and it killed us. We
need to be more focused.", was
Coach Ivy's summation of the
game.
I wanted to speak to USMMA's
coach but did not know which one
to approach.
October 12 - Baruch 0
Mountclair State 3
For Baruch, losers of 3 straight
and winless since the game against
York, the road did not get any easier
against Mountclair State. They
were another formidable team that
had players that gathered
together after every point and cheer.
Their uniforms consisted of
little "poorn-poom shorts" that
made them look like they were
prancing around in their under-
wear. Mountclair State had more
cheers than set plays, but please do
not let my opinion ofthem sway you
into believing that they were a
bunch of stuck-up rah-rah types.
Baruch amazingly started out the
game with a lot ofgas, going ahead
8-1. They gradually lost their steam
and let Mountclair to go off on 10
consecutive points and lose the first
game, 11-15.
In the second game Baruch never
got into any kind of groove. This
was reflected in their 0-11 hole. In
the worst game that I have seen
them play all season, they got
pummelled 1-15.
Based on the results of the previ-
ous game, I figured Baruch would
roll over against Mountclair State
but no team took a substantial lead
in the third game. The scores were
close, with Baruch never trailed by
more than 2 points. The Lady be-
Statesmen never gave up and be
lieved in their abilities. In a team
effort, all the girls stepped up
against a very good Mountclarr
State team, without one of their
best players, Marsha F'ridman, and
Mountclair State's annoying chants
and cheers, and toughed out a 16-
14 triumph. .
The fourth game was an anti-
climatic finish to the match. After
the great come-from-behind victory
to avoid elimination in the third
game, Baruch 'was unable to main-
tain an early 7-2 lead and let
Mountclair's big hitters take over
the game to win 8-15.
Player of the game honors went
to the entire team for their never
say die performance in the third
game.
Fan support: Mountclair State
had more players than Baruch·had
fans.
After the conclusion of the game,
Coach Ivy chatted to me ~bout t~e
game. "They [Mountclalr .State s
big players] certainly didn't help
our cause. She [Marsha Fridman]
would have definitely helped but "--
Jen played well in her place." said a 'I
proud Coach Ivy.
"."..
